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This_Teacher's Guide to SERAPHIM Software_was_written_to_help_you_and other
chemistry teachers make appropriate_selections_of software_programs.__It sur-
gests specific SERAPHIM programs that can be used as you teach from each chap-
ter in this book; suggestions are also made regarding methods by which each
program can be used most effectively. The prov.im suggestions are arranged in
thn same order as the chapters in the textbook, and are classified by topic
and by type of classroom use. The brief description for each program includes
information to facilitate your decision about when and how to include thit
program in your course schedule.

mgrams__Itere__selected. This Teachers Guide includes_only_a_part of the
entire SERAPHIM software collection. Selections were based on two criteria:
1) lists of favorite programs suggested by teachers who have used SERAPHIM
software; and 2) programs we considered most appropriate for high school and
general college chemistry courses. (Refer to-the SERAPHIM CataloRue for a
complete listing of software distributed by SERAPHIM.)

How textbooks_were_selected. The decision to provide a Teacher's Guide for
this textbook was made on the basis of input from classroom teachers and in no
way implies that Project SERAPHIM or NSF Science Education recommend or
endorse a particular textbook.

Teacher's Guide databaseThis guide_was_prepared_by_entering_informatien
about_each_of about_one_hundred_SERAPHIM_programs into a_database and then
searching the_database for programs_applicable_to each_chapter in_the text-
book; In fall-1986-we-expect to make-the database-available on disk-and have
it appear-in the SERAPHIM Catalogue; it requires-that-you have an IBM PC vith
two disk drives and-dBASE III-software. (See SKRAPHIM /Uwe for announcement
of_availebility.)Teachees_Guides_for this:and five_othetteXtbookx.will Con=
tinue_to_be_availabIe_in_printed_form: TG
Masterton, Slowinski_&_StanitskivTG_003*_Mzdern_Chemistryi_by_MetcaIfei_
Williams & Castka; TG 004, Chemistrlu=iti_Modera_Zourse, by Smoot, Price &
Smith;-TG 005, Chemistre-Central-Science, by Brown and LeMay; TG 006;
Cheudstryl---The-Studv-of Matter by Dorin.

Sample:of-TeachihR Tins. At the ead of-this Teacher's Guide-Con-yellow paper)
one_example of what_weicalli:Teachintns!: SERAPH1MiSoftware--

more_detailid_suggestions.for_using_SERAPHIH_programs,_ Ty:aching-Tins are in-
tended_for_persons who have selected_a_program_by_using_this-guide_or_the
SERAPH1M_CataIoRue_and then_want_specific_suggestions for_and_examples_of_its
use in the__classroom4_ A series_of_Teachinialm_will be ready for distribu-
tion in late Fall 1986--see SERAPHIM News- for details.

Acknowledgment. We want to express our thanks to the many teachers who have
contributed ideas, lists of favorite programs, suggestions for use of pro-
grams, etc. Their help has been invaluable in creating this document.

Ypsilanti, Michigan
AUgUst 19, 1986_
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TO : Sterus-ery Project SERAPHIM

SUMMARY LIST OF RECOMMENDED PROGRAMS: Apple, IBM** Commodore*

SERAPHIW-: HARDWARE RECOMMENDED FOR
DISK NUMBER AVAILABILIT/ * FROMM NME(S) CHAPTERS.,.

AP 101 a Graphitti 01

AP 102 dO Significant Figure Drill 01
40 Graph 01

AP 104 a Dimensional Analysis 01

AP 105 Vernier 01

AP 201 0 Bohr-Atom 11
a Chemical Hangman 19

Order The Elements 09
dO Hydrogen lOill

AP 202 Quantum_Mechanics 08,10
a Electron Arrangement 10
a0 Spectral Lines Experiment 08,11

AP 204 Rutherford 01,08

AP 205 a Milliken Oil Drop Experiment 08
a Peeke. 1984 08,10

Elemental Analysis 04

AP 206 CheMiCal PUrtUit 19

AP 301 d Isomers 19
a (Empirical) Formula 04
a Excess_ 04,17,18
a Name-The Ions 03

VSEPR 12

AP 303 NaMing 02,04

AP 304 a0 Moles in Space 03,04
a0 Mole Calculations 02,03,05
dO QuiZ on Molar MASses 02

AP 305 a Mole Deft- 02,03
BalancedLEquatione 04

d Valence_Drill 03
d Mole Exercise 05
a Mole Drill 02 03

Mole-Mole Tutor 04

* HARDWARE AVAILABILITY: All programs available for Apple. a This program is also
available on IBM disk of the same number code. 0 This program is also available on
COMMODORE disk of the same number code.

TG 001 - v
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SUMMARY LIST OF RECOMMENDED PROGRAMS: Apple, IBM*, Commodore*

SERAPHIM HARDWARE RECOMMODED FOR
DISK NUMBER AVAILABILITY* PROGRAM NAME(S) CHAPTERS...

AP 306 Redox Game 18
Limiting Reagent 18
Stoichiometry 04
Drill on Mole Concept 02,03

AP 401 d Boyle _ 02,05
d Ch...les OS . .

d Boyle:s_Law Simulation 02,05
a Gas Laws 05

AP 402 a Gas LeW 7 02,05
a Cal:9___ 06,13
d Balloon 05
a Lab Calculation -- Boyle's Law 02,05
a Gas Law 542 05

AP 403 a Dalton 05

AP 501 d East 2 06
a Titration_Curves 17

a Acid_Strenth 16,17
a ABS Game 13
a Acid-Base Problems 17

a LaQrY/Bronsted 17

a Week_Acid/B4Se 17
a Concentration Quiz 06

AP 502 a Precipitation Game 06,16
a Molarity 06
a PH (7 Programs) 17
a Solubility 04,06

AP 503 PH Pldt 17

AP 601 a Equilibrium Simulation 16
a Beginning Thermo Drill 14

a Ball Toss 16

a Reaction Rates 15,16
a Rates 15
a Kinetics - A Lab Simulation 15

Balance 18

a Nernst 18

AP 602 Chemical Dungeons 18

* HARDWARE AVAILABILITY: All programs available for Apple. a This program is also
available on IBM disk of the same number code. 0 This program is also available on
COMMODORE disk of the same number coda.

TG 001 wi 8



TO z PojctSuuntnicx-y SER.APHIM

SUMMARY LIST OF RECOMMENDED PROGRAMS: Apple, IBM*, Commodore*

SERAPHIM HARDWARE RECOMMENDED-FOR
DISK NUMBER AVAILABILITY* PROGRAM NAME(S) CHAPTERS...

AP 603 d Molecular Speed Distribution 05,15
d Faraday Aid 08;18
a Faraday 2 08,18
a An Equilibrium Simulation 16

Animation 15
a Equil Tic-Tac-Toe 16,17

AP 604 Electrodep 08,18
BUCL 15,19
Backtiter 17

AP 605 Xenon 16

AP 606 Kintherm 16
Kintherm Standards 16

AP 701 a Design-A-Drug 19,20

AP 702 Polymerlab 19

AP 704 CAMM:_Conformational Analysis
& Molecular Modeling 19

AP 705 Polymerization 19
Organic Nomenclature 19

AP 706 Conformational Analysis 10,19

AP 801 a0 Sulfuric Acid 04,15,16

AP 802 a0 Waqual 06;22

AP 803 a Octane 19

AP 804 Lake Study 01,06,22

AP 805 a BCTC 01,22

AP 806 Refinery 19

AP 807 Mineral Resources 14,16,22

AP 808 Separations 06,7,13

AP 809 _ _ Pond Study 01 06;22

* HARDWARE AVAILABILITY: All programs available for Apple. a This program is also
available on IBM disk of the same number code. 0 This program is also available on
COMMODORE disk of the same number code.

TG 001 = Vii
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SUMMARY LIST OF RECOMMENDED PROGRAMS: Apple, IBM*, Commodore*

SERAPHIM: HARDWARE RECOMMENDED_FOR
DISK NUMBER AVAILkBILITY* PRROGRAM NAME(S) CHAPTERS...

AP 902 a0 Six Solution Problem 01,06,09
Chemical Search 12,13,18

0 Chemprop- 1347
43 Element Search 09,10
d0 Canal 1,20 16

Canal 4,5 16

AP 1001

AP 1201

AP 1202

AP 1203

(3

Decay 08

Heats of Reaction 14

Photochromic Kinetics 15,21

General Laboratory Interfacing 06,14,16

* HARDWARE AVAlLABILITT: _Ail_programs_available_for_AppIe This_program_is also
availibIe-on_IBK_ disk of_the_same number code 0 This program is also available on
COMMODORE disk of the same number code.
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Proj ect SER.APHIM

SERAPHIM
DISK NUMBER

ATARI

SUMMARY LIST OF RECOMMENDED PROGRAMS: Other

PROGRAM NAME(S)
RECOMMENDED FOR

CHAPTERS.;.

AT 201 Rutherford 01008

AT 301 Holes in Space 03,04
(Empirical) Formula 04

AT 401 Dalton
Boyle
Charles

05 _-
02005
05

AT 501 Solubility 04,06
Rest 2 06

AT 801 Sulfuric Acid 04,15 16

AT 802 Waqual 06,22

AT 803 Octane 19

AT 804 Lake Study 01,06,22

AT 805 BCTC 01022

AT 806 Refinery 19

AT 807 Mineral Resources 14016022

AT 901 Canal 1;2,3 16
Six Solution Problem 01006009
Element:Search 01006009
Chemical Search 12,13,18

MACINTOSH

MC 304 Moles in Space 03,04

MC 801 Sulfuric Acid 04,15,16

MC 901 Canal 1,2,3 16
Canal 405_
Six Solution Problem 01006,09

MC 902 Element Stardh 09010
Cheitical Search 12,13 18

TRS=80

TR 001 Chemical Hangman 19

TG 001 - ix
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TO t : Chasp.tartx- Prej (act. SERAPHIM

CHAPTER 03. Ecp1iriirig ahem try, : Obis eirvart. oriss
Mod et lgs garid E:cp oar imearat

DIALEZZEB:

SIGNIFICANT FIGURE DRILL

AP102,C0102.,IB102

Magi: Significant Figures

RASA: Drill & Practice

Tutoring

LEM: No background in chemistry

High school chemistry or science

General college chemistry

DESCRIPTION: SIGNIFICANT FIGURE DRILL is designed for student use-as a tittering or drill exercise in

the use of significant digitis.i The userhAS the option of reviewing the rules, quizzing

the computer, or working on drill problems. The computer keeps score of correct answers

for the user.

=MUM GRAPH

WM:

RELME1121:

AP102)C0102,IB102

Graphing

Data Analysis

Data Analysis

Demonstration

High sChool science or chemistry

General_college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

Use this program as a demonstration before the firit quantitative lab report requiring

graphing and data analysit duo. GRAPH will accossiodate up to SO sets of data, with the

option of graphing algebraic, log, or trig functions, and giving the user printed or video

data table, first derivatives, or least squares analysis as well as slope and intercepts

of lines.

Esmitutitsg: DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS

=UMW: AP104,IS104

12EIGE: Dimensional Analysis

NEM: Drill & Practice

TutOring

TOOOl-1
1 2
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IMEMUfitil: DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS (Continued)

High school science or chinietry

General college chttaistry

ZEBIZELO: Thir program presents the user vith limensional analysis_problems using length, volume,

mess, and energy units. The fine section has practice problems from all the previous

sections.

INIMUM: VERNIER

=maw AP105

ELME: Methods of Chemistry

Laboratory Techniques

ILIZI: Drill_& Practice

Pre_ Lab Discussion

Simulation

=Lit High sdhool-science or-chemistry

atierel college cheMistry

MEBLEUSE: This progrims provides randomly generated simulations of Vernier scales, such as are found

on barometers and analytical balances, for the mer's practice. This Program could also

Ile used to demonstrate the use and reading of vernier scales before the students go to the

Lab;

ZEMBLUALZ: GRAPH:Ern

pieLlowsg: AP101,IB101

MELO: Graphing

Methods of Chemistry

Data Analysis

No_background_in_chamis

High sdhooliscience or_chemistry

General college chemistry

afigajnIgH: Thin program helps the user organize data into table or graph form. Capacity up to 50

rows and 4 columns in data table. User hat choice of plotting any two variables in the

data table_in_graph_form. Program emphasizes the use of units for all measurements. Use

this program for individual or classroom sets of data.

212E111112111:

SIX SOLUTION PROBLEM

AP902,AT901,C0902,1B902,MC901

12rIGE: Descriptive Chemistry

Solution Chemistry

reriodicity

TG 001 = 2



TG Chkesp.t.4az- _Proj etc t _szsbedeirtim_

ISEEMAND SIX SOLUTION PROEM (Continued)

Problem Solving

Educational_Game_

Introduce Concept

High school-Chemistry

General-college chtaiory

AdVanced first year And Middle level chlistry

This_progrms,_which_needs_a color_monitor to be_effective, could be_used on_first_day of

class to stimulate interest in the course. Later_on it could be used to introduce

solution chemistry or periodicity, gime it uses three sodium salts (two are sodium

halides) and silver nitrate. SIX SOLUTIONS was designed for problem solving; the user

sixes the six solutions, Vito at a time, in a spot plate and from the results determines

the contents of the six test tubes.

MINUM_Hatil: LAKE STUDY

AMU , AT8Ota

12tISE: Environmental Chemistry

PIELIAINEt

YIEE:

UMW:

MEIMEMlit

Problem Sol

Methods of Chemistry

Problem,Solving

SiMdlitidh

No_background_in_chemis

High_school_science or_chemistry

Advanced first year and mid4Ie level chemistry

Ibis program guides the user through the steps of solving a scientific problem--a fith

kill in a hatchery. Animation allows the user to search the library, to use colleagues'

expertise,_to sample_and_analyze lake water, and_to check the_fish in_order to identify

the pollutant_killing_the fish. In the second part of the program the user sets up

controlled experiments in the lab to check the hypotLasis in part one.

EMaktLAidl: POND STUDY

AP809

Ebvironsental Chemistry

Problem Solving-

Metheds of chhtiltty

Problem_Solving_

Educational Game

Simulation

.TG 001 - 3
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Tesaccftear's X/Expearimssmal Fauriclactiarus

HEiBalLIWZ

DIERIPEL2P

POND STUDY (continued)

No background in chemistry

High school science or chemistry

The user(s) is an ecologist Who hal been asked to develop a hypothetis about What ii

causing a fish kill. The report muat be supported by experimental and literature data. A

szlatsdlibraryan& laboratory are available to the user. The same format as LAKE STUDY

(AP804) but less rigorous. Good application of scientific method.

nffigatufang: RUTHERFORD

ILIELIME11:

Mit

pESCRIPTION:

AP204,AT201

Atomic_Structure

Nuclear Chemistry/Radiation

Methods of Chemistry

DeMonetdation

TUtoring

Problem Solving

High sChootscience or_chemistry

General college themistry

Advanced fitet year and middle level chemistry

This program is an excellent introduction to the "indirect evidence" approach to atomic

structure_modeling. Side 1 of this disk is a simulation of alpha-particle scattering that

could be effectively used either as a classroom simulation or for individual tutoring

Side 2 allows user to experiment creatively with the scattering phenomena.

IMMUNE: SCTC

ummung: AP805,AT805 tH805

LIZ=

Industrial_Chemistry_

Euvironeental CheMiStry

MethOde of Sdience

Problem_Solving_

Introduce_Concept

Simulation

NO backpound in chemistry

High schOol science-or cheMistry

AdVended first level and Middle level cheMistry

The user(s) must mike recommendations to the local city government regarding data on BCTC,

a suspected carcinogen, which Ws been found in the river below a chemical plant. The

user has literature, a Lieboratory, and other task force members available to help decide

on the recommmendation to be mmde This is an excellent application of scientific method,

especially since no conclusive answer can be given to the problem.

TG 001 - 4
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TO : Cl-amtpeear 2 Proj etc et. SERAPHIM

CHAPT3E12_ O2 Char Mc,clisX _Grows : Mc, leacta 1 Malian
ascrul Mc,3.45=v1.3.as= W43±Skre..13

BEINUME: QUIZ ON MOLAR MASSES

=UMW AP304,C0304,18304

12=1: Moles

Mfila: Review Concept

Drill & Practice

High school chemistrY

Generzl college chemistry

EZEMEME: This I2-problem quiz randomly presents the user with the chemical formula and the name of

a compound and a choice of four molecular weights. The user inputs the letter of the

molecular weight selected. The computer keeps the user's score.

juggiguan: MOLE DEMO

mumsgm: AP305,11305

121=1 Moles

MEV Demonstration

Introduce Concept

USW High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level. chemistry

This animated program simulates the stacking of paper a mole high from the surface of the

earth, while keeping numerical data on the numbor of sheets of paper and the distance from

the earth at the bottom of the screen. A very good "visualization" of how large a mole

really is.

122511gLaing: HOLE DR=

lagumum: AP305,1B305

IMO

LEW

Moles

Drill & Practice

High tcheel Chomietry

General college Chemistry

1U 001 = 5 16



Teiraxclusres Ouie4s: I/EXpetrimemmtal:Pautrulbstiarus

=NUM
2520112121:

MOLE DRILL Continued)

This drilliand practice program gives the user problems in annging moles to_grems,

molecules to moles, amu's_to grams, grams to molecules. Correct answer is given in

responSe to an incorrect input.

rEgagUall: DRILL OK MOLE CONCEPT

m1E/WM AP306

=Tat Mbles

MEM: Drill & Practice

MILE: High school chemistry

neral college theatistry

pgainigl: This drill program gives the user practice in changing moles to molecu es to grams to

atoms. When the user inputs a wrong answer, the solution is shown.

BIZATILEVIE: MOLE CALCULATIONS

2121IELIBE: AP304,C0304,1B304

Mbles

Problem Solving

Drill & Practite

Educational Gate

LIME: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

pESCRIPTION: This game-format drill and prutice program can accommodate up to six users, each working

the same mole calculation.with a different assigned "given" starting amount. Assign it

for individual help or for competition. The computer can be used as a calculator by

keyboard commend.

pginfinjatig: Ma=

MEL1121112: APR*

Chemical_Formulae

Oxidation States_

Inorganic Nomenclature

Unit Drill & PraCtide

Tutoring

TO 001 - 6
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TG : eMmarre.eir 2 Proj etc t. SERAPHIM

EISMILIAISE

LAM:

ILESZIMMI:

NAHING (Continued)

High Schoel-cheMiStry

General college chittry

Advancod first year and middle level chemistry

Mccellent drill and practice program for individual use. The management system allows the

imstructor to get &Firmed copy of user's score in areas of namirj elements, writing

clienical symbols, naming and writing formulae of inorganic compounds. Program gives user

hints as to what is wTong with the answer and three chances to give the correct answer

before it is shown on the screen.

HINULASISE: BOYLE

RLSLAM: APbOl,AT4Cl,IB4Ol

MELO:

LOU:

pESCRIPTION:

Gas Laws

Data Analysis

rremonstration

SiMULatiOn

Data Ahalytit

High_sChool_science_or_dhamistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level dhemistry

This simulation pros= could be used as a substitute* for the lab procedure, either by

the Whole clats or for an individual Who missed the lab. The graphing (analysis of data)

portion could be an effective lecture aid to help students see the relationships between

pressure and volume of enclosed pines or it could be used as a tutoring device for

students having problems completing the Boyle's Law laboratory report. (*A safe

substitute, since the use of mercury is eliminated.)

INMALladg: GAS LAW 7

RIALEMMICB: AP402,13402

IEEE:

Gu Laws

Mitetting

Introduce Concept

High sdhool science or_chemistry

General college chemistry

Thii intr6dtidtion_te gas laws program allows thkuser to inpdt values for one of the

variables that affect enclosed gases and the computer dalcuLates the values for the other

variable. From that_information_the_user answers questions about the kind of

relationthips derived. Lndividua/ students could use this program to an advantage.

TG 001 - 7 18



TfteiClaarO Ctiid x/Expetrimewita.,1 Vouridaatiorm

zasaulafing: BOYLE'S LM/ SMULATION

RISUBME: AP401,333401

Get Late

Data Collection

Simulation

High_school chemistry

General college chemistry

This program simulates the CHEM Study lab where students collect date to dhow the

relationship between pressure and volume of an enclosed gas using syringes And books. The

user can collect data by adding one book at a time and reeding the volume of gas in the

syringe. Successive runs of the program do NOT give you exactly the same readings, so the

program can be used to collect class data by individual students.

zinalktuffig: LAB CALCULATION - -BOYLE'S LAW

=Lamm: AP412,1B402

Miaga: Gas Laws

PIM Lab Data Check

Data Analysis

LEM1LE: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

DESCRIPTION: This program will accept volume from three trials, using up to three books pressure each,

from pressure-volume labs similar to CHEM Study LAb 4, and will return a print-out of the

average volume plus the uncertainty as well as the high and low values of 1/volume.

Printer is necessary.

CHAPTER 03 Mei Atomic Magary: Orme of Our Boast
Scimritific Modals

EMENLINI: MOLES IN SPACE

QIESJE222: AP304,AT301,03304,1B304,MC304

Moles_

Problem Solving

iducational Gene

Drill & Practice

TG 001 - 8



TO : Ctiempt.ear 3 Pm-DJ 491C..'t _SERMintIME_

rmigazitzt MOLES IN SPACE (Continued)

UMW High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

REKEZEIE: Thir drill and practice game gives the user 100 time units to solve three problems

changinggramm and moles masses to moles. Any time units left over can be redeemed in

another computer game or the disk. The user wil/ need a calculator and a periodic table

to play MOLES /N SPACE.

1223fitUANI: MOLE DEMO

2INE_MMUALB: AP305,IB305

M2eigt: Moles

MEW Demonstration

Introduce Concept

LAME: High school chelmistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: This animated program simulates theiztacking of paper a mole high from the surface of the

ecrth, while keeping numerical data on the number of sheets of paper and the didtance from

the earth at the bottom of the screen. A very good "visualization" of how large a mole

really is.

12=121.1611P. MOLE DRILL

magjMNIE: AP305,13305

=Ica: Moles

Drill & Practice

MEW High schhol-thiaittry

oirieral college chemistry

0010/EII21: This drill and practice program gives the user problems in changing moles to grams,

molecules to moles, emu's to grams, grams to molecules. Correct answer is given in

response to an incorrect input.

IMEALUMM: DRILL ON MOLE CONCEPT

=MAW AP306
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aggiajagg: DRILI ON MOLE CONCEPT (Continued)

12ELGE: Moles

VASA: Drill & Practice

LIEU: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

REMEENS: Thie drill program gives the user practice in changing moles to molecules to grams to

,ttoms. When the user inputs a wrong answer, the solution is shown.

IZROBattARS: MOLE CALCUIATIONS

AP304X0304,/B304

Moles

Problem Solving

Drill & Practite

Educational Game

HignschooI chemistry_ _

General college chemistry

This game-format &ill and practice program can accomodate up to six users, each working

the same mole celculation with a different assigned "givee' starting amount. Assign it

for individual help or for competitian. The computer can be used as a calculator by

keyboard command.

flaBoLIME: NAME THE IONS

Kamm: AP301,IB301

IMI;I:

UAW:

LIME&

DIEBIECLO:

Inorganic Nomenclature

Drill & Practice

High idhoOl dheiiitty

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

This four-level drill program will give the user lots of practice naming randomly selected

inorganic anions. After two incorrect responses, the computer gives the correct answev.

EIMILIM: VALENCE DRILL

RISKAMAggs APSOSA3305

TG 001 = 10
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ZEZZALESZ: VALENCE DRILL (Continued)

nriga: Oxidation States

ggia: Drill & Practice

LER High school chemistry

General college chemistry

REELIZINE: User is timmd as he/she inputs the oxidation states of ten inorganic ions or radicals

randomly generated by the computer. The program accepts valences in many forms, -2, 2- and

CHAPTER 04, Mei CrOXIMEIM-Srtli:t icars. af MZUSIS arid Erkfargy
Claeszni=ELI Resiwetionin

figaliTLMA: MOLES IN SPACE

uniuttua: AP304,AT301,C0304,111304,MC304

MEM: Melee

PrOblem HolVing

LOU

PLEFIEE121:

Educational Game

Drill & Practice

High sChool chemistry

General college Chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

This drill and practice game gives the user 100 time units to solve three problems

changing grams and molar masses to moles. Any time units left over can be redeemed in

grother computer game on the disk. The user will need a calculator and a periodic table

to play MOLES rm SPACE.

klEgMENAKE: NAMING

RIELIE2112: AP303

Chemical Formulae

Oxidation Statta

Inorganic Nomenclature

Drill EuPractice

Tutoring

High schoOlicheMistry

General college Chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level Chemistry

TG 001 - 11
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EMMA _NIL MMHG (Continued)

Excellent drill And practice program for individual use. The management system allows the

instructor to get a printed copy of user's score in areas of naming elements, writing

chemical aymbols, naming and writing formulae of inorganic compounds. Program gives user

hints as to what is wrong with the answer and three chances to give the correct answer

before it is Shown on the screen.

ZEMinaga: (EMPIRICAL) FORMULA

AP301,AT301,00301,111301

MEM I Analytical Chemistry

Fermulas

Laboratory TeChniques

Mfila: Prelab Discussion

Simulation

MEW High schoolichimi=ry

rieral college chemistry__

Adtighaid fitat year And Middle level chcmistry

PESCRIPTION: Use this program as part of your pre-lab instructions or for indiViduel tutoring in

correct lab procedure for obtainbg_correct_data in determining the empirical formula of

potassium chlorate from the_decomposition_of the compound. This program could also be

used as a substitute for the actual lab procedure if you are concerned about beginting

chemistry students heating potassium chlorate.

iffagalidg: BALANCED EQUATIONS

mamma: AP305

TOPICS: Chemical Reactions

Moles

Stoichiceetry

ILIZA:

1=1:

Drill &Erecting

Review Cendepte

Tutetift

High_school chemistry__

General college Chemistrr

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: This excellent drill and practice program gives help during both the equation balancing

and smss-mmss problem Soliiing sections without solving the problems for the user. The

program could be used as an assignment or for extra practice.

TG 001 - 12 23
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MfiganAfing: ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS

MILEUNIII: AP205

WSW Chemical Formulae

Percentege Composition

Lab Data Check

Hjgh school_chemistry

General college chemistry

ounalm: The computer calculates the percentage composition to the nearest 1/1000 for the empirical

formula that the user inputs.

nsagfittlia: MOLE-MOLE TUTOR

AP305

Stoichicestry

MSS: Tutoring

Introduce Concept

LEM: High edinel thaiiittry

General college chemistry

DESCRIPTION: Thauser has the option_of starting with grams, moles, or molecules in this tutoring

program using the reaction of aluminum hydride and water. Th e. nomputeg shows the mole

ratio* Of readtafttt arid predUdts and carriet out the calculation* required While

explaining the proceduro to the user.

magNimME: STOICHTOKETRY

MILEWSKI: AP306

MUCE: Stoichiometry

MAKI: Tutoring

Drill & Practice

LES& High school chemistry

General college chemistry

DESCRIPTION: This prograwcan be used for tutoring or drill in the solution of mess-mass problems. The

user must convert the given mass to moles, input tha number of moles of the unkown formed

and than convert the moles to grams. There is a periodic table available in the program.

TO 001 - 13



Taimichwer'm Otaids: I/Expetrimmntal Paurudatiarus
-16.......401111

gazatusig: swan=
Piamtug: APS02,1B502

12ZIGE: Solubility

Chemical Reactions

Chemical Formulae

Educatimal-Game
Review_Concepts

Problem Solving

UMW Nigh echoel-chilittry

eneral college thstry
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

REEBIZZIE: Up to few players can use this program. Each is randomly dealt from four to eight ions

and is given the choice to form a precipitate, a gas, or pass. Deo chances are given to

score from each set of ions. This is a fun way to review solubility.

ZBOESLIME: SULFURIC ACID

TOPICS:

MU:

AP801,C801,C0801,1B801,MC801

Induetrial Chesistry

Equilibrium

Problem Solving

Sbmilation_

preblem &laving

Tutoring

LTVELS: High school science or chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

REECEIEIZ2Nt Ute this siMulatioi . program to help students apply the chemical principles of reaction

rites And equilibrium. The user selects the starting materials and reaction conditions to

get the greatest possible yield with the least pollution emission and for the lowest cost.

Trl introduction of the program can also be used for tutoring.

1222161.11211: =En

2ZEURESE: AP301,13301

MUM Acid-Base Chemistry

Stoichiosetry

Equilibrium

TO OOI - 14
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lEsstajakil: EXCESS (Conti Med)

MEE: Demonstration

Introduce Concept

Peet Leh Discussion

=LE: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

PIEBIZE121: EXCESS was designed for clurzoom detsoistration to introduce the concept cf excess

reagent. It is especially effective for showing what happens to the pH of the solution as

you get close to the endpoint of a titration, since the computer calculates the pH as well

as the moles of excess reagent and moles of water formed.

CHAPWER 05 MO=e About OMMeM: The Kinetic--
Mole:sc....11m= Theory

faRgsfid_umg: HOLE CALCULATIONS

=mum AP304,C0304,11304

Mgt Mbles

Problem Solving

UM= Drill & Practice

Educational Gene

LEILA: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

DESCRIPTION: This game-format_driII siid practice program can accommodate up toisie users, each working

the saes mole calculation with a different_assignedi"given"_starting amount. _Assign it

for_ individUal help or for competitlen. Ihe computer can be used as a calculator by

keyboard commend.

21206ALHAS: BOYLE

asigum: AP401,A1401,IB401

TOPICS: Gas Laws

Data Analysis

Demonstration

SinkilatiOri

Data Analysis

TG 001 - 15
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zgosauffa: BOYLE (Continued)

Maga: High sdnuol_science orchemistry

Teneral_coIlege chmaisry

AdVanted first year end middle level chemistry

REEE1121211: This simulation program could be used as a substitute* for the lib procedure, either by

the_whole_class_or for_an_individual_who_missed the lab. The graphing (analysis of data)

portion could be an effective lecture aid to_help atudents_see the_relationships between

pressure and volume of enclosed gases or it could be used as a tutoring device for

students having problems completing the licyIe's Law laboratory report. (*A safe

Substitute, since the use of mercury is eliminated.)

MEE& lat 1: GAS LAW 7

mugulsgt AP402,IB402

TIMM: Gas Laws

LIME

Tutoring _

Introduce Concept

High =Wel science or cheiiitry

General college Chemistry

Mougam: This_introduction_to gas laws program_allows the user to input values for one of the

variabies that_affect enclosed gases and the computer calculates the values for the other

variable. From that information the user answers questions about the kind of

relationships derived. Individual students could use this program to an advantage.

Efflassimg: BOYLE'S LW SIHUIATION

Emjama: A11401,13401

MEM: Gas Laws

USE: Data Collection

Simulation

LEM t High schOOl-chiMiStry

college chemistry

This_program simulates_the CHEHAtudy lab_where_students_collect_data to show the

relationship between pressure and volume of an_enclosed gas using syringes and_books. The

user can collect data by adding one book at a time and reading the volume of gas in the

syringe. Successive runs of the program do NOT give you exactly the same readings, so the

program can be used to collect class data by individual students.

TG 001 - 16
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79=2" ToFt LAB CALCULATIONBOYLE'S LAW

Eliajjkan: A1,40203402

=EA: Gas Laws

lab rata (beat
Date Analysis

High school chemistry

General college chemistry

This program win ancept volume from thrtms trialsi using up to three books pressure each,

from pressure-volume labt similar to CHEM Study Lab 4, and will return a print-out of the

average volume plus the uncertainty as well as the high and low values of 1/volume.

Printer is necessary.

ZEMEALUMME: BALLOON

=Ulna: AP402,13402

Tara: GSs Lams

Simulation__

Demonstration :

Introduce Concept

LAIELP High school science or chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: This program helps students visualize the direct and inverse relationships between

temperature, pressure, end volume of an enclosed gas. The user impute a change in either

pressure or temperature and the volume of balloon on the right of the screen reflects this

change. Ihe original balloon also remains on the screen for comparison. Bar graphs at

the top of the screen reinforce the relationships of pressure, volume, and temperature.

BESEULTIALIS

EISILEMER:

CHARLES

AP4OliAT401,1B401

Gas Laws

Data Collection

SifliAlation

MILE: High_school science or chemistry

General college chemistry

TO 001 - 17
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111111M=,

=MU=
BEEKEEM:

ILISLEZER:

CHARLES (Continued)

This simulation_of Charles' Law,allows_the_user_to collect data that_shovs_the

relationship between volume and temperature of an enclosed gas. Because it is programmed

for easy access by a number of students, one could use this as a safe substitute for

heating Air trapped by mercury plugs.

DALTON

A2403;IB403A1401

Gas Laws

Simulation

Educational Game

LIMA

AISZLEILQN:

EMBACUILES:

DIALMUNDEB:

MULGE:

WOW

ONELPIERI:

High school-science or chemistry

General college_dbaddetry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

User adds gas or heat to an enclosed_gas, using game paddles, to attain a_maximum pressure

without exceeding the "blow-out" pressure. This can be done in competition format or by

experimental deeign.

MOLE EXERCISE

AP305,1B305

Holes

Gas Laws

Drill & Practice

High school-chemistry

enetal college cheeistry

This_drill and_practice_program_bas ten_problems relating to molar volumes (STP),

Avagadro's number, and molar masses of gases in multiple choice_form. User gets only one

chance to input answer. Solutions are shown for incorrect answers.

faalia4=: GAS LAWS

1212.12M: APWIM401

12PEA: Gas Laws

MESE: Tutoring

TG 001 - 18
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ZEMNRIAMISt GAS LAWS (Continued)

High Scheel Cheiletty

General college Chemistry

This gas Law tutorial program offers the user the option of approaching the solution of

problems by either the formula method or the logic method after a graphic background is

presented.

Blakiumag: GAS LAW 542

RISLIUMB: AP402,T6402

Gas Laws

Introduce Concept

REEZZEIMit

Tutoring

High school chemistry

Tide iS Simple version of GAS LAW 7, where the user inputs the number of moles, volume,

temperature and pressure of an enclosed gas to obtain a data table that shows the

relationship between two of the variables. The user then answers questions based on this

table.

Emmulaug: MOLECULAR SPEED DISTRl3UTION

0-2-12212: AP603i/3603

TOPICS: Kinetics

Reaction Rates

Gas Laws

Demonstration

Introduce_Concept

Simulation

High Bawl dioorlstry or science

Getieralitellege_dhadittry----

AdVehted fiket year And Middle leVel themittty

DESCRIPTION: The_ability to_graph_the speed_distribution for_a_gas of_your choice_at_many temperatures

on_the same screen makes this_simulation program a natural_for classroom demonstration of

the relationship between molecular speed and reaction rates. You can use a temperature

range from LK to above 10,000K.
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CHAPTER 06 Liquids srsd CaridereSsd
Massa' of MSttsr

zingistufsig: SIX SOLUTION PROBLEM

mamma: Ar9OZ a902400901119O2 04C90I

IEEE: lYescriptive Chemistry

Solution Chemistry

Periodicity

ME: Problem Solving

Educational Game,

IntrodUte Concept

LEM: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

ENEELEIME: This program, whiCh needs a color monitor to be effective, could be used on first day of

class to stimulate interest in the course. Later on it could be used to introduce

solution chemittry or periodicity, since it uses three sodima salts (teo are sodium

halides) and silver nitrate. SIX SOLUTIONS was d.iigOi& for problem solving; the user

mixes_the_six_solutions, two at a time, in a spot plate and from the results determines

the contents of the six test tubes.

12a3NUME: LAICE STUDY

121EUESZIR: AP804Kr804

=Mt Environmentel Chemistry

PrOblem SOlVing, :

Methedi Of Chitistry

Problem_Solving

Simlatim

UMW: No background in Memistry

Nigh schodl science or-thieiStry

AdVanded atilt year and Middle level chelittry

ISAGEZEZIE: This program_guides the_user_through_the_steps of solving_a_scientific_problem--a fish_

kill in_a hatchery._ Andmation_allows themser_to_search_thmlibrary, to_use_colleagues'

expertise, to sample and analyse Worwater, and to check the fith in order to_ identify

the pollutant killing the fidh; -In the second part of the-program the user sets up

contrelled experiment' in the lab to cheek the hypethesit in pert one.

EBNIVILIIIM POND STUDY

10 001 = 20
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ZINEENLINIEz POND STUDY (Continued)

12EIGE! Environmental Chemistty

Preblem SOlving

Methedt of Chediatry

MEE Problem_Solving_

Educational Game

Simulation

Ne_betkgrotad in ohemitt*y

High sdhriol science or cheiietry

The_user(s) is an ecologist_who_has_been asked_to_develop a_hypothesis about what is

causing a fish kill. The report must be supported_by experimental and literature data. A

simulated library and laboratory are available to the user. The same format as LAKE STUDY

(MOO but less rigorous. Good application of scientific method.

Meitti-tiiiM: SOLUBILITY

AP502,15502

=LW Solubility

Chemical Reactions

Chemical Formulae

Educational Game

Review Concepts

PrObleM solving

LEILA: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: Up to four playsrs can use this program. Each is randomly dealt from four to eight ions

and is given the choice co form a precipitate, a gas, or pass. Two chances are given to

score from each set of ions. This is a fun way to review solubility.

EBOBAILIMIE: RAST 2

=Lamm: AP501,i1501,IB501

MUM: Solution Chemistry

Moles

Colligative Properties

UASE: ramonotration

Introduce Contlept

Simulation

TG 001 - 21 32
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ZENEIRLIMISt RA3T 2 (Continued)

=LE: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

rasigarmm: This simulation program introduces tha molal depression-constant concept and formula. The

user determines the meltint_poimt Of pure caMphor end the melting poiht of a Mixt:ire of

camphor and an unknown using the Rest method by reading the balances, controlling the heat

mppliedi_and readimg_the_final_melting_point. The computer gives the user a date_summary

and_another Iodic at the formula, so that ha/she can calculate the molecular weight of the

unknown;

EMAIL/Ma: MOLARITY

RIEURIM: AP502,13502

DEM: Concentration Problems

Drill & Practice

=LE: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

REEBIELLO: This program randomly generates 10 problems giving either amount of solute and volume of

solution, volume and concentration, or grams of solute and volume of solution. There is a

limited management aystem that keeps track of right answers. Good program for individual

use.

fASSMAILMAIS: COMENTRATION QUIZ

MAILEUMB: AP501,11501

Concentration_Problems

SoIution_Chemistry

solubility

MEE: Problem Solving

Review Concept

LEILA: High school chemistry

tUneral college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

PESCRUTION: The_user_is_given_sets_of four_solutions to arrange_in,order of decreasing_concentration.

Concentrations are given in terms of saturated_solutions, molarity and number of molecules

in a given volume. User has access to a data table of solubilities and molecular weights

for assistance in making decisions. Explanations of wrong answecs are given.
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122ENUMNE

1=1.10111B:

=LW

LIM1:

DESCRIPTION:

IMESLIWIE:

RIELEUIEB:

22fIGE:

PAW

=LA:

SEPARATIONS

AP808

wondiftepolaripy,

Laboratory Techtinuei

Tutoring__

Simulation

Introduce Concept

ftheel-science or theiditty

fteralcollege_Cheiiiitry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

The two-introductory sections_of this program are excellent tutortng or review on the

subjects of_poisirityand solubility of compounds. Starttng with_covaIent_bonds and

electronegativity, tte-polarity of mainly organic molecules-and itt relationthip to

solubility is presented. Sisielations of_paper chrtOgraphy and an analysit of

pesticides are applications of thecondepts learned in_the tutotihg Section. Thetis Could

be assigned or could be a special project for beginning students.

CAL 9

AP402;IB402

Descriptive Chemistry

Problem Solvtng

Date Analyst*

High sdhool science or chemistry

General college chemistry

DESCRIPTION: This program gives the user time and temperature data onheating and cooling a pure

substance and the names of nine organic compounds that the unknown could be. From tte

data given and using a CRC Handbook, the user identifiei the compound. This 5s a very

Simple application problem for beginning chemistry students.

=MUM:
RLEUILIZIR:

MUM:

GENERAL LABORATORY INTERFACING

AP1203,001203

Interfacing

Data Collection

Data Analysis

Interfacing

TG 001 - 23
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6121PRAL LABORATORY INTERFACING Continued)

MULE: High school chemistry

General college themistry

Ad7anced first year and middle level chemistry

IMEEMZE2N: User can calibrate and test a thermistor_or Blocktronic I interfaced_to the computer. The

ctrlices can then_be used to_monitor_changes_continuousIy or sample at intervals. _Both

graphic and_numeric_data displays ire_availabIe and data_fiIes can_be_created. the

written materials in LH 010, LH 002, and LH 003 contain specific instructions for

conetruction and use of the interface devices.

=MUMS: PRECIPITATION GAME

plaufaMB: AP502,I11502

TOPICS: Solution Chemistry

Solubility

Equilibriue

Educational Game

Problem Solving

High schooLdhemistry I

General-college Cheeigtry

Adtanced first year end niddle Level Chinistry

In_this_cducational_game,_two pIayers_are_each givemsets of five cationkand ten enions.

The object is_ to form as many precipitates_as you can during your turn. When one_player

makes enistake, the screen changes ion sets and the otter_piayer forms precipitates. Ile

instructor has the option of letting etudenta use tOlubility teblet during play.

elifiE6LEANA: WAQua

RIESAUMB: AP8C2,111802,AT802,C0802

12ME Entrirditaktal Cheeittry

Ind:is:trial Chemistry

Problem Solving

Simulation

Problem Solving

Educational Gam

LOW NO hackgreinid th CheiiiitrY

High school science or Chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level Chemistry

35
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IZEMELINS:

REZEIZIM:

AMAL (C=tinued)

In thin simulation/game4 tho user controls the percentages of primary, secondary, and

texLiary treatment at the letal water treatMent plant to keep the dissolVed oxygen abet*

the government standard a. 5 mg/L. Intreduttory pages have needed information about

terminology and procedures. User has the option ot saving his data and returning to the

gems later, since it requires more than one class perici to play.

CWU:ITIMR. 07 wily we Pell-wires irk Atom=

nnamAmp SARATIONS

EALIMOSIB: MOOS

MEM: Solubility

Bonding/Polarity

Laboratory Techniques

MELIIMEM:

Tutoring

SiMUlation_

Introduce Concept

High_school_science_or_chemistry

General_college chemistry

kdvarcaul firat year wad middle level chemistry

The tWO intreduttOry sectionsinf thinprogram are excellent tutoring or review on the

subjects of polarity end solubility of cempounda. Starting with covalent bondnand

elettronegativityi the polarity of mainly organic molecules and its relationship to

solubility is_presented.Simulationc_of_paper_chromatography and an analysis of

pesticides_are applications_of the_concepts learned_in_the_butoriimg section; These could

be assigned or could be a specie project for beginning students.

CHAPTER 08 Atclnic StructiArem amd Radioactivity

ICSNIMUSIZ: RIMEMORD

RIELNUMB: AP204,A1201

Atomic Structure

Nuclear Chemistry/Radiation

Methods of Chemistry

1:remonstration

Tatiting

Problem SolVing
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LEM:

IZEBIZEIQH:

RUTHERFORD (Continu)

High sdhOel science or cheTaittry

Gealial collegaChilistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

This program_is_an excellent introduction to_the'!indirect_evidence_approach_to_atomic

structuke modeIihg; Side I_of this dist is a simulation of aIpha-particle scattering that

COUldibeieffectively used wither as a classroom simulation or for imlividual tutoring.

Side 2 Allot/ seer to experiment creatively with the Scattering phenomena.

fazigailia: DECAY

ukramsz: AP1001

TOPICS: Nuclear Chemistry/Radiation

Atomic structure

Simulation_

Didenitratiek

Data Collection

No_backgkound_in_chemistry

High_schoolacience_or_chemistry

General college Chemistry

amalgh: Collect the data from three or more successive rums of this program to illustrate tha

"randomness" of ridioactive decay. The graphics in Ulla program are suitable for use as a

classroom demonstration that simulates the decay of 1000 atone of a mystery substance. A

hard copy of the data can be obtained or a bar graph is available on screen.

MILLMAN Oil Drop Experiment

MUMIESE: AP205,111205

IDEZE: Atmoic Structure

LEVU:

LIMA:

lYsienstration

Simulation

Data Collection

High sehooiscience or_chemistry

Ganeral_coIIege Chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level Chemistry

esfiguEllo: "Focus" on the individual oil drop and change the applied potential on the drop to keep it

from_movAug. Use this simulation to iotroduce the concept of the charge on the electron.

The program has four pages of eathtemical formulae_that guide the user through the

calculations of the charge on the oil drop Full screen animation makes this program

suitable as a lectUre and demonstration aid.
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TO : Chap tear 13 Px-c>.1 etc -=01=
Emaisallan: QUM= NEOMNICS

ATALIfinga: A11202

t

MILE:

2102121121f:

Atomic Orbitals_

Quantum_Mechanics_ _

Electron Configuration

Deibtatratift

introduce Conmpt

High_sobooI science_or_dhemistry

General_coflege chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level Chemistry

This tieulation prograi allows the user to input a psi-square diagram and the computer

than displays probability distributions_based on that diagram.__The_randomness_of electron

motion can be demonstrated by allowing the computer to plot more than one graphic

distribution for a given psi-square wave.

figgsm.lamp PEEKS--1984

naufatia: AP205,111205

IMO : MblecuLar Structure

Miaow Chemistry
Isotopes

Cilculations

Research

UMW Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

Advance4 undergraduate or first year gradUate chenistry

MEBLEETIM: The COMO:AO calculates the quantitative isotopic pattern for the chebical for ulainput_

by the user, both numerically_and_graphically, based on successive isotopic splitting for

each of the n atoms in the formula

MINIMUM': SPECTRAL LIMES =PM=
Egiugint: AP202,CO202,I1202

12MS: Atomic Orbitals

Electron Configuration

Quantum Wechanics

Problem_Solving

Data Analysis

TG 001 = 27
8



Tel-avftegr'im attieless X/E2tpftrirnmmtal valariamtionm
More

fINSEARANZ:

WM:

ISEBIZAME:

SPECTRAL LYRES EXPERIMENT (Continued)

High sdhool_sciende or chemistry

General-college chemistry

Advanded firat year end Middle level chemistry

User inputs_distance_of_light_band_to_slit_of light_source, distance from [mating to the

sliti_nmilber_of lines on diffraction grating, and series being observed and the program

calculates the wavidength of hydrogen spedVrum radiation.

INVIAMLEAS: FARADAY 2 (and FARADAY AID)

mama& AP603,1B603

LIMA:

rigsw=4.4.-4:

BISEENLIEMA:

IZIELIEMR:

12ZE:

RUE:

Electrocemistry/Eloctrolysie

Choilidal Reactions

Oxidation-RedUdtiOn CheMittry

Tutoring

Demonstration__

Data Collection

High adhool-scieindo or chdiastty

General college chemittry

The initruction section of this programLintroduces the concepts of electrolysis, coulombs,

and Faradays. The user mmy set the ;Imperatore, pressure and time (and if you have

paddles, can change the amount of current) in this electrolysis of water simulation end

then read the volume of each gas collected in order to calculate the value of a Faraday

(see Faraday Aid for help). The simulation itself could be used as a lecture aid to

introduce the topics of electrolysis or redox reactions.

ELECTRODEP

AP604

Electruchemistry,_Electrolysis

Oxidation-Reduction Chemistry

Atomic Structure

Data-Collectioni

Pre-leb Discussion

Demonstration

High-school chemistry_

General_college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry
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TO : Cftimpteer 9 PrcojeCt SERAPHIM11
2122166.2611E:

INEMELISE:

ELECTRODEP (Continued)

USei this program as a pre-lab discussion if you assign an electrodeposition lab. Correct

lab procedure is simulated. Otherwise use as a demonstration where you collect data to

solve for equivalent weights of copper or a mystery metal. User nas option If controlling

time and current.

CHAPTER 09 Oirseri :143 the E ememt :
The Periodic Table

Emaufats: SEX SOLUTION PROBLEM

=Lamm: AP902,AT901,S0902,IB902,MC901

MEME: wicriptive chemistry
Solution Chemistry

Periodicity

UMW

Problem Solving

Educational Gem-

IhttedUre Cencept

High school chemistw

General collego chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: This program, Whichineeds a color moniter to,be effective, could be used on first day of

class to stimulate interest in the course. Later on it could be used to intreduce

solution chemistry or periodicity, since it uses three sodium salts (two are sodium

halides) and_silver_nitrate. _SIX SOLUTIONS_was_designed_for_problem solving;_the_user_

mixes the six solutionsiitwo atia time, in a spot plate and from the results determines

the contents of the six test tubes.

)330BANA6M: ORDER THE ELEMENTS (1 OF 3 CHEMISTRY GAMS)

AP201, TB201

MELO: Periodicity

LSE: Review

Drill & Practice

High__school_science_or_chemistry

General _college chemistry

Advanced first year end middle level chemistry

pugunna: Use this program as individuil or class review of trends in melting points, density,

atomic size, ionization energy, electroneeativity, number of electrons, and _atallic

character._ A periodic table that shows only the element symbols is available to the user

on keyboard command.
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Tmeiclamrtms Guide': 2/Expegrimmrital Vouridatiorms

nozazatig: ELEMENT SEARCH

RULER= AP9O2 ,AT901 ,C0902 ,MC902

Descriptive Chemistry

Periodicity

Problem Solving

Educational Game

Review Concepts

Problem Solving

High_sthool_science_or_chemistry

General college chemistry

The computer assigns an unknown element-to the user and answers up to_eleven questions

abodt the Cheilical and physical,prOperties of that element by user request. FroM the

answers, the user must deduce the identity of the element.

Sdtrucatv.arsei, Bersdirm atrudi ItIve
ParicsidiC TATILUle

PAM-NM: QUANT

=JUMP AP202

MEV AtCalLt OrbitalS

Wentmm Medhenidi

Electron Configuration

Lat La:

14monstration

Simulation_ _

Introduce Concept

High_schbOl science or theMistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first yea:: and middle level chemistry

01021110: This simulation program allows tha user to input a psi-square diagram and the computer

then displays pkobability distributions based on that diagram. The randomness of electron

motion can be Cemonstrated by allowing the computer to plot more than one graphic

distribution fur a given psi-square wave.

=mum: PEEKS-1984

gilummt AP205,IB205

2040: Molecular Structure

Nuclear Chemistry

Isotopes

TG 001 = 30



_Tew___I_z_Casnervtaftz- 3=0 Proj eicL SERAPHIM_

ZEMULNABE

L1Z212:

MME=11:

ISIMILLNES:

=UMW
112152:

LENA:

12KELLEME

rEM-121-ESSE:

ML1211113:

12E10:

pESCRIPTIOS:

PEEKS-1984 (Continued)

Calculations

Research

Advanced first year and middlelevel Chemistry,

Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate Chemistry

The computer calculates the quantitative itotopic pattern fer the CheMical formula input

by the user, both numerically and graphically, based on successive isotopic wplitting for

each of the n atoms in the formula.

ELEMENT SEARCH

AP902,AT901X0902X902

Descriptive Chemistry

Periodicity ,

Preblem solving

Educational Game

Review_Concepts

Problem Solving

High school-science or Chemistry

General college chkeistry

The computer assigns an_unknown element to

about_the_chemical_and physical_properties

answers, the user must deduce the identity

ELECTRON ARRANGEMENT

AP202,1B202

Electron Configuration

Drill,& Practice

7utoriag

IntredUd Coridept

High_school_chemistwy

General college Chemistry

the user and answers up to eleven questions

of that element by user request. From the

of the element.

The ueer is tutored and then allowed to practice the order of electron filling and the

Writing of electron configurations. A bracket diagram is used to help the user see the

pattern of atomic orbital filling. There is a limited management program that allows user

to keep track of scores in_the practice sections. The first section could be used as a

lecture aid_to introduce the order of orbital filling, especially if this program is to be

assigned Later.
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Tokmluer'ss OuLiams X/EmpmrisimmitmmI Foluarxdartiorm

BEEBIUWIE: HYDROGIN

mummlim: AP201,CO201,13201

=Et Atomic Orbitals

QUenthe NeChanics

MEM: Simulation

Introduce Concept

=MIME

Genstral_colitsechemiatry

Advancd first year and middle level Chemistry

This program graphically portrays the radial wave functions and distribution probability

diagrams from ls to 3d for the electron of the hydrogen atom. It is an excellent lecture

aid for the introduction of this topic.

IME6EUMEZ: COMRNATIONAL ANALYSIS

REILEENSE: AP706

WM: Molecular Structure/Shape

OrgLnic Cluesistry

Bonding

MA: Tutoring

Drill & Practice

Demonstration

L1ZELI: GeneraLcollege dhemistry

AdVanced firSt year and Middle level cheeistry

PEEEZISEE: Thivtutoring program will help students visualize two-dimensional drawings of organic

molecules_in_3T14 _The_drill_segments_are appropriate_for_individual use or as

demonstration_aid_for classroom lecture; Included are recognition of sawhorse and Newman

projections of methane, ethane, and butane;

CHAPTER XX Ligrrt, Color, arid Avtomic Striacturea

EIEMIUSZ: Bffi ATON

RuKA_mussE: AP201,CO201

121.CA: Atomic Orbitals

Atomic Structure

Electron Configuration



WO X: Chuftntoar 11 Projekct SERAPHIM

rEggEsiitag: BOHR ATOM (Continued)

WEE g Simulation

TUtering,

Problea SelVing

LEW High school chemistry

General college chemistry

IZEILTZUSE This simulation program allows user to select the wavelength of radiation to "excite" an

Glectron in the ground state of the hydrogen atom. Animation shows the radiation exciting

the electron, the radiation given off when the electron falls back to ground state, and

demonstrates the relationship between the atom's return to ground state and the

wavelength(s) of radiation chosen. User may use trial and error or calculate the

wavelength of light necessary for a specific transition before using.

McaliatUfin: SPECTRAL LINES EXPERIMENT

umumalaw AP102,CO202,1B202

MEIGE: Atomic Orbitfls

Electron Configuration

Want= Mechanics

EU: Problem Solving

Data Analysis

LIME: High school-science or chemistry

Genetaleollege_chinittry
_

Advanced first year and middle level chelistry

PESCRIPTION: User inputs distance of light band to slit of light source, distance from grating_to_the

slit, number of lines on diffraction grating, aid series being observed and the program

calculates the wavelength of hydrogen spectrum radiation.

=maxim nmwo

pjiansER: AP201 ,CO201,13201

EMMit Attait Orbital

qUantili Machanies

DIERE=N:

Simulation

Introduce Concept

General-college chemistry

AdVanced first year and Middle level ehemistry

This program graphically portrays the radial wave functions and distribution probability

diagrams_frowls to 3d for the electron of the hydrogen atom. It is an excellent lecture

aid for the introduction of this.topic.
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Tommalxmr's Otaticles: m/EpekriAtiewitata Brouriklatiorm

CHAPTER 12 Molesci-xlm= Arcftit.sctures: Gassabouss Moliaculftsm

=MUM
WILMNNIZI:

:MUM

VSEPR

12301

Molecular Structure/Shape

Bonding

DmmonsUmtion
Simulation

MULE: High school chemistry

eneral college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

Rizaszasz: By using keyboard command, the user can rotate graphic examples of compounds and ions that

have two, three or four bonding groups of electrons, on any or all three axis. This

simulation could be used as an effective lecture aid.

ncastams: CHEMICAL SEARCH

majment AP902 ,AT901 C0902 MC902

121112:

32031.1:LISE:

Descriptive Chemistry

Problem Solving

General Review

Review-Concept

Pebbled BOWL%
Drill & Practice

HighLschool_chemistry___

GeneraLcollege_chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

Use this program to review and/or reinforce the way in which_the Chemical and physical

properties of compounds can be used to distinguish between them, either on an individual

student basis or in the classroom by dividing the class into teams, competing an the basis

of number of clues necessary before the "unknown" is properly identified.

CHAPTER 13 Mcsim=xxlm= A=clxitAa=txx=em: LI:staid:1m arid Salida

ZENEALEM: SEPARATIONS

PIEL1611123: AP808

001 = 34



TO m: cftaptet 13 Prajoact SERAPHIM

120116tilitiE

12ELGE:

1102:

SEPARATIONS (Continued)

Solubility

Donding/Polarity-

Leberatery Technieuet

Tutoring__

Simulation

Introduce Concept

LEMA: High School science or chediStry

ioneral college chasittrY

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

migualop The two_introductoiy sections of this program are excellent tutoring or review on the

subjects of polarity and solubility of compounds. Starting vitt covalent bonds and

electronegativity, the polarity of mainly organic molecules and its relationthip to

solubility is presented. Simulations of paper chromatography And an analysis of

pesticidexaxe applications of the concepts learned in the tutoring section. These could

be assigned or could be a special project for beginnirs students.

1223NUIATIE

MISLEMER:

MEW

LIMA:

21001111211:

CAL 9

AP4020X402

Descriptive Chemistry

Problem Solving

Data Analytit

High scbool_science_or_chemistry

General college chemistry

This program gives the user time and temperature data on heating and cooling a pure

substime and the names of nine organic compounds that the unknown could be. From the

data given and using a CRC Wandbook, the user identifies the compound. This is a vary

simple application problem for beginning chemistry students.

CONICAL SILtital

AP902,AT90I,C0902,HC902

Descriptive Chilistry

Problem Solving

General Review

Review Concept

Problem solving

Drill & PractiCe

TG 001 - 35
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ISSFAILlagi

UMW

RISEIUM211:

CHEM= SEARCH (Unitibliod)

High idhiel Chemiitry

General_collegmchemistrY

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

Use this program to review and/or reinforce the way in Whichthe chemical and physical

properties of ft.:pounds can be used tn distinguish between them, either an an individtal

student basis or in the classroom by dividing the class into teams, competing on the basis

of nutter of clues necessary before the numkoome' is properly identified.

MEarijkin: ABS GAME

IMUlaSEZ: AP501,13501

121Ga: Descriptive Chemistry

Problem Solving

General Review

YEW

ENXIAM-lifidl:

=BMW
I2=1:

pESCRIPTION:

akidatietial

Review Concepts

Problem Solving

High school chemistry

General college chemistry

The physical and chemical properties of 6 compounds are randomly revealed to the user; the

object of the game is to match the properties given with one of 17 possible compounds in

the memory bank. This method of review and problem solving could be used by one or two

individual players, or by a class that is divided into teams.

=MOP

AP902,C0902

Descriptive_Cheaistry

Analytical_Chemistry

Problem Solving

Istöblem Solving
Review Concepts

High school_chmaistry

General_coIlege chemistry

Advmnced first year and Middle level cholistry

Using basic laboratory tests to determine_its_chemical_and physical_propertiesi_the_user_

identifies the unknown compound_selected_by_the_computer. This program could be used for

review and for developing some problem-solving skills.
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TO : Chia. ter 14 PZOriet S:MIAPHIM

CI-LPLPMER___M4_Essevr_go Cksemseiss in CfteamicaL1 and
NizioXems amm=tiomm

ZEMELEME: GENERAL LABORATORY INTERFACING

=AMER: AP1203,031203

nEMV Interfacing

2112i Data Collection

Analysis

Interfacing

High sthooLchemistry__

Genera-college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level Chemistry

User can calibrate and test a thermistor or Blocktronic I interfaced to the coMputer. The

devices can then be used to monitor changes continuously or sample at intervals. Both

graphic and numeric data displays are available and data files can be created. The

written materials in LM 010, LM 002, and LH 003 contain specific instructions for

construction and use of the interface devices.

rBMILIWIE: =INNING TMERmo

1212111111112: AP601413601

ZEMP Thermodynamics

rnergYanthaIpy

Drill & Practice

LIME: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

WaSEL15121: This drill and practice program hal a management system and hint sections that help the

user work randomly assigned problems in beginning thermodynamics.

magiatizAtm muers OF REACTION

WILEIMER: AP1201,C01201

TOPICS: EnerRY/Enthalpy__
Chemical Reactions

Thermodynamics

MU: Data CaleCtiOn

Data Analysis

Interfacing
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Tea:el-A/ix-1B ottidet m/ICer.imegrmela Foundations

UMW:

INSERIEUES:

MATS OF REACTION (Cantinued)

High schoa_sciencs or_chamistry

General-college chuldiory

Ad*Inced firgt year and Middle level chatistry

Use_this_program_to_collect data_while_the chemical reaction is_in progress_us a

thermel probe interfaced_to the computer. Other programs on ths_disk will calibrate the

probe and anelyze the data collected. Requires adapter box and thermistor.Additional

backgraund and information are availiallo in LH 005. Use a classroom demonstration or for

student dati collection in the laboratory.

=MUM: MINERAL RESOURCES

ussming: AP807,AT807

=LW Energy

11.212:

EntroPy
Problem Solving

Introduce Concept

Tutoring- ,

Ptomain salving

LESLI: No in chemistry

Nigh school science or chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

RUZILIZZIE: The introduction of this program out Ivelmed as a lecture aid to introduce students to the

concepts of and the relationship between energy and entrain,. It could also be used for

tutoring an individual. The problem solver his the -aallenge of maintaining the supply of

"mitallium" for a 50-year period at a reasonable price by exploring for new resources,

using more efficient mining technology, recycling, finding substitutes for metallium or

using tax breaks.

CHAPTER 15 Thee RA:tem of C11.41iMia1 Rs-actions

zwagusig: SULFURIC ACID

=Imp AP801,AT801,00801,15801 MC801

Industrial Chinistry

EqUilibrium
Problem Solving

Simulation-

PrOblem Solving

rittotifig
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TO, It Oftmiret.ear 15 Pra eict ERAls-FEIM

EMAILIME:

LIME:

SULFURIC ACID (Continued)

High school:science or_cheurbstry

General-college duoistry

Adverted first year end middle level cheeistry

Use this simulation Imogram to help students apply the chemical principles of reaction

rates and_equilibrium. The user selects the starting materials arm" reaction conditions to

get the ereateat possible yield with the Ieast pollution emission and for the lowest cost.

The introduction of the program can also be used for tutoring.

fficgastTLENS: MOLECULAR SPEED DIiTROUTION

DIALIMBEI: AP603 Th603

MEM: Kinetics

Reaction Rates

ate Laws

MESA: Demonstration__
Introduce Concept

Simulation

WEIR: High school chemistry or science

Gineral college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: ThmabiIity to graph the speed distribution for a gesiof your Choice at many temperatures

on theaame screen makes this simulation program atatural fortlassroom demonstration of

the relationship betWeen molecular Speed end reaction rates. You can use a temperature

range from 1K to above 10,000K.

maugmmt AP601,3601

121=1: Reaction Rates

Kinetics

0112: Demonstration

Data Collection

Simulation

High school chemistry

General college chemistry

j3IESCRIPTION: User inputs quantities of reactants in this "clock" reaction simulation of the hydrolysis

of t-butyl chloride and time* the reaction in real or compressed time. A color monitor

makes this a more effective classroom demonstration, but t can be satisfactorily used for

data collection with b/w monitor.
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Taitaackumm". I/E2cpairinMearateal Irourxeikaticimma

mama MIMICSA SDIULATION LAB

plaujjsza: AP601,15601

XRUGE: Reaction Rates

Kinetics

Laboratory Techniques

OE:

LOU

Simulation

Pre Lab_Discussion

Data Collection

High ddlidiol themietry

General college Chaiittry

Use this simulation prograwas &pre-lab practice or_to_actually collect data for the

starch-iodine clock reaction. Excellent graphics and specific instructions_take the user

through the lab procedure, choosing solutions, rinsing glassware, and mixing the

solutions. Options include setting temperature and selecting different concentrations of

all solutions.

BISMILN6KE: ANIMUION

ESUMEM: AP603

Reaction Mechanisms

Organic Chemistry

MEW Simulation

L4monstration

Introduce Concept

BighLschool_chemistry

General_college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level Chemistry

DESCRIPTION: The ANIMATION of this program :iodates the multi-step mechanism of the chlorination of

methane. A simultaneoas printout at the bottom of the screen keeps tally of tacit species

in the mechanism. Because the sequence may be stopped and started with keyboard commands,

this_program could be used as a lecture aid to introduce or demonstrate reaction

mechanisms.

finigetULM: REACTION RATES

piamla: I/601,13601

=gal Bquilibritat

ReettiOn Rani
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TO I z cizaptier 15 P raj ebct SERAPHIM

EmulLSAms: REACTION RATES (Continued)

WM:

1212211:110:

Demonstration

Simulation,

IntrOdiite COntept

High school chemistry

General college chemistry

The user inputs the initua forwardald reverse reaction ratss and the computer

graphically demonstrates how the number of reactants and products changes over time. The

user can watch equilibrium being established. The changing populations are given in bar

graph and nularical ratio forms. This program can be used as an individual student

assignment or for classroom demonstration.

ZECO&UNE: BIML

Wrainga: AP604

WE:

2M132110:

Reaction Rates

Kinstias

Organic Chemistry

SiMulation

Data Collection

Demonstration

High school_chemistry

Generalcallege chemistry

Advanted first year and aiddle level chili:is:try

Because this program allows the user to change_either temperature or solvent concentration

or bothi_the effect_of_these_variables oathe_rate_of_reaction_can_beatudied--either by

an individual student or by a class as a whole if used as a demonstration aid.

IMEAUAUgi PHOTOCHROMIC KINETICS

mama: A21202i001202

12EICE: Kinetics

Transition Metal Chemistry

Reaction Rates

Data Collection

Data Analysis

Interfacing

Oeneral College ChiMistry

Aftahded firit_year and Middle level chemistry

Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate chest_
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Teas= liar amides /Manses= imesnr-eLI Arcraander.r_i(anis

.tWeELIMMI:

2123112121:

PHOTOCHINNIC mat= (COntinUnd)

This_program interfaces with a "Blocktronic" colorimeter to measure the rate of thermal_

decarof heavy_metal complexes_tbat_have_been_radiated_with_strong_visible light._ Other

programe_on the ditk_may_be_used for_data analysis. _Requires the use ofan adapter box and

Bloatronic I. Additional badkground and Lab procedure is available in LK 002.

CHAPTER 16 Equilibrium in Ckussmics1

Egsmarjez: SULFURIC Acip

mamma: AP801,A11301,031101,I13801,M0301

MEM: Industrial Chemistry

Equilibrium

Problem Solving

Simulation-

PrOblem Staving

TUtilting

INOLschool_science_or_chesistry

General_college_chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level Chemistry

Plars.as et cIirtg ess

REERIEDM: Use this simulation program to help students apply the chemical principles of reaction

rate* and equilibrime. The user selects the starting materials and reaction conditions to

get the greatest possible yield with the least pollution emission and for the lowest cost.

The introduction of the program can also be used for tutoring.

gzsaamixt GENERAL LABORATORY INTERFACING

Ea:

AP1203,C01263

Interfacing

Data C011ection

Data Ahilyeii

Interfacing

LEILA: High school Opmeistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

211211210: User can calibrate and test a thermistor or Blocktronic I interfaced to the computari_ The

devices can then_be used to_monitor_changes_continuously or sample at intervals._ Both

graphic and_numeric data-displaym_are available and_data files_can be created. , The

written materials in LK 010,-LK 002; and LM 003 contain specifiC inetrectiong for

construction and use of the interfate deVicee.
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=mum: PRECIPITATION GAME

assmiliz: A150203502

=Mt: Sol-tuition Chemistry

Solubility

Equilibrium

Una: E4ucational Game

Problem Solving

LAME: High school dhemistry

General college dhemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

REERIMMI: In this educational game* two players are eadh given sets of five cations Mai ten anions.

The_object_ia_to form_as_lany_procipitatos_os you_can during your turn. When one player

makes_ a_mistakei_the_screen_changes_iou_sets_end_the other_player_forms_precipitetes. The

instructor has the option of letting students use solubility tables during play.

flakitUM: MINERAL RESOURCES

1212LIE423: AP801 ,a801

TOPICS: PiorgY_

Enttopy

Problem Solving

UMW

Introduce Concept

TUtoring_

Problem Solving

Mc:Lim-aground in thiaistry

High_achool_scienceor_dhemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: The introduction of this program can be used as a lecture aid to introduce students to the

concepts of and the relationahip between energy and entropy. It could also be used for

tutoring an individual. The problem solver NAL the challenge of maintaining the supply of

umetallium" for a 50-year period at a reasonable price by exploring for new resources,

using more_efficient mining technology, recycling, finding substitutes for metallium or

using tax breaks.

=mum REACTION RATHS

DISUMHZ: AP601

TOPICS: Equilibrium_

Reaction Rates
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Ttlismcimem.lim Oftsides: I/Expoorimemrital Faurudaticamse

EINSEALLIME: REACTION RATES (Continued)

DeMenetratien

SinUlation

Introduce Concept

LOME: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

masmium The user input* the initial forwerd and reverse reaction rates And the computer

graphically demonstrates how the number of reactants and products changes over time. The

user can watch equilibrium being established. The changing populations are given in bar

graph and numerical ratio forms. This program .7.an be used as an individual student

assignment or for classroom demonstration.

ElEgifit ;UM: EQUILIBRIUM SIMULATION

NAURU& fah6o1i13601

Equilibrium

Chemical Reactions

Wemonstration

Simulation

Introduce Concept

MLA: High schoolichtesistry

atneral-college themistry

Advanced firet year and Middle level chemistry

MELTBIO: EQUILIBRIUM SIMULATION_progrem allows_tbe user to_choose_the_time lapse of display cycle,

the original concentrations of the reactants and products for the reaction of acetic acid

and ethanol to form water and ethyl acetate. This reaction takes about two hours to come

te equilibrium in real time. The graphic form of data display is very effective for

classroom demonstration.

: AN EQUILIBRIUM SIMUUTION

mnamm& AP603,M603

1=1: Equilibrium :

ChiMical Readtions

Readtion Rates

Demonstration__
IntroduceConcept

Simulatim

LENA: High sohOol chedistry

eneral college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry
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12SESIMMI:

AN EQUILIBRIUM SIMULATION (CentinUed)

This_simulation_of_the_formation of HI from its elements shows the activation energy

curve; it allows_the_user_to_input_beginning concentrations_of_reactants_and_product and

to upset the equilibrium once_it_is achieved; If you are_going to use this for a

classroom demonstration; decide before_cIass what values to inputi_since some

concentrations reqUire longer_than a class period tocome tO equilibriumbut maybe you

want to thoW studentt how long it really takSs ior this to happen!

ErgEBRUMC: MON

ELVARSZE: AP605

MEE:

PZEBIELISIN:

Equilibrium

Problem_Sol

Laboratory Techniques

Simulation
Problem Golving

General_college chemistry

Advanced first year and_middle_level chemistry

Mvanced mulergraduate or first year graduate chem

The user of this program will be applying the equilibrium concept to the production of

xenon fluorides. Not only does the user control temperature and pressure of the gases,

but_also_manipulates_the_valves in the vacuum system on the scroen. Student users will

need_background_before starting this lab simulation. There is excellent documentation on

the back of this disk.

ERNEA10161S: KINTHERM and KINTHERM STANDARDS

PIEL.1122121: AP606

TOPICS: Thermodynamics

Kinstide

Equilibrium

Data Analysis

Simulation_

Demonstration

LAME: 000óral college chemistry

Advanced first_year and middle level chemistry

Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate chem

PESCRIPTION: For advanced students who want a Challenge, this is itt User may input equilibrium

constante end time and the program plots the concentration-time curves for the reaction.

For classroom lecture and demonstrat--n, the NINTH:ERN STANDARDS program has eight curves

obtained from KINTHERM that can be used for comparative purposes.
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Msackimwers X/E,Upeiritheintal Foundations

ZEMILEVZ: BAIL TOSS

RIELEMISE:

WM:
RUE:

Wilt&

EIMM1121:

AP601,IB601

Equilibrium

Siabletift,

Demonstration

Eigh_schooLchemistry

General college chemdstry

This is a very simplified simulation of equilibrium, using bells to represent reactants

ani products. The user inputs the number of initial reactants And products and forward

and reverse rates. The computer calculates the equilibrium constant. Theuser can compare

constants based on different concentrations (different number of balls) of reactants and

products.

IMMO=: CANAL 1,2,3

usLIESSR: AP902 , AT901 , C0902 , rB902 , MC901

WM! Analytical Chemistry

QUAlitative Analysis

TAU:

REEBLECI2Et

Sindlatien-

Pitblem SelVing

Review Concept

High_school_science_or_chemistry

General_college Chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

These simulations of qualitative analysis schemes for groups 1, 2, And 3 could be used as

a pre-lab review or quiz, as a substitute fpr the lab, or as a review before a lab test.

EiffightUatip CANAL 4,5

EIELZHigip AP902 ,KC901

Eng

Analytical Chemistry

Qualitative Analysis

Problem Solving

Sindlation

Review_Concept_

Problem Solving

AdvaneW first year and middlelevel clsmistry,

Advanced UndergradUate or firet year gradUatii Chee
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rEME.Natig: CANAL 4,5 (Continued)

DESCEMEION: These_simulations of the qualitative analysis schemes for groups 4 and 5 could be used as

pre-lab tests or tutoring, as substitution for the lab itself, or for post-lab review.

EFE11213111111

PIELIEUER:

12Plat

DESORIPTION:

Elf= TIC-TAC-TOE

AP60415603

Equilibrium

PrObleM solving

Educational Game

Problem_Solving

Review Concept

High schtiOl-CheMistry

General college_chedistry

AdVinCed first year and middle level Chemistry

Correct answers to solution_ and acid-base equilibrium problems earn the users X's or O's

on the Tic-Tac-Toe board. User(s) should have a calculator handy. An excellent way to

apply the equilibrium concepts.

ZUNERLEang: ACID STRENGTH

DISKIMIZE:

Mat

P=1:

AP501,E8501

Atid7Bede CM:ditty

Equilibrium

Solution Chemistry

Demonstration

Introduce Concept

zotoring

High school chemistry

General college chemistry

The first screens of this program are tutorial on the concept of the dissociation of

strong and weak acids. For demonstration or to use the program to introduce the concept,

start with ths graphic representation of the dissociation of FIX to H+ and X-, then watch

the acid molecules dissociate on screen and compare the percent dissociations that are

calculated.
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CHAPTER 17 Tomic EqLzilibiwn Acids arta 111:mmets

BEMMAMP mess

Srallatigi AP301,33301

MEIGE: Acid-Base atemistry

Stoichiasetry

EquiIibrit

12=2111210:

Denanttratien_

Introduce Concept

Post Lab Discussion

High school chemistry

oineral college themistry

Advanced first year and middle leirel chemistry

EXCESS was designed for classroom demonstration to introduce the concept of excess

reagent. It is especially effective for showing what happens to the pH of the solution as

you_get close to the endpoint of a titration, aince the computer calculates the pH as well

as the moles of excess reagent and moles of water formed.

EntaliaMS: CHEMPROP

PIELM221: kP902,C0902

TOPICS: Descriptive_Chemistry

Analytical:cnomistry

Preblem Solving

MMV Problem Solving

Review Concepts

LAMLE: High school chemistry

General college dtemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chem 4try

Ming beSic laboratory tests to determine its chemical and physical properties, the user

identifies the unknown compound selectad by the computer. This program could be used for

review and for developing some problemrsolving skills.

Egoutubsis: EQUIL TIC-TAC-TOE

=UMW AP603 P13603

Z2E10: Equilibrium

Problem Solving
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ZEMILlialfg: EQUIL TIC-TAC-TOE (Continued)

MEP Educational Game

Problem:Solving

Review Concept

MEW High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

121EMELL2Nt Correct answers to solution and acid-base equilibrium problems earn the users X's or O's

on the Tic-Tac-Toe board. User(s) should have a calculator handy. An excellent way to

apply the equilibrium concepts.

Eggistalian: TITRATION CURVES

AP501IB501

Acid-Base Chemistry

Analytical_Chemistry

Equilibrium

Tutoring :

DeMonstration

Introduce COncept

General_coIlege Chemistry

Advanced first year and middle:level chemistry: :

Advented UndergradUate Or first year graduate Chemistry

DESCRIPTION: Because this program allows the user to input the name, dissociation constant, and the

concentration of the_acid_it_could_be_used to introduce_the concepts_of_weak,_diprotic,

and triprotic acids by comparing the graphs of their titrations with a strong base. A

printout of the concentrations of H+, HA, B, and A- at every .25 change in pH is

available. The explanation section is good for tutoring the user.

=MUM: pH (7 Programs)

DISEIMM: AP502,I3502

12EIGA: Acid-Base Chemistry

Ulla: Tutoring

Drill & Practice

Xiig: school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

PESCRIPTION: These seven tutoring programs cover acid-base concepts, including integer and fraction pH,

strong and weak acids, Ka, [H+],_[01H-I, buffer solutions and titration. The_user is given

quantitative problems to solve, most of which require the use of a calculator.
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ZIESEANIM: PH PWT

=MEW APB03

MIGE: Acid-Bawe Chemistry

Analytical Chemistry

Equilibrium

Nmomtration
LabAliguLauck

nolasum

LOU: High sdhool-chemistry

Ganeral college chehittry

AdVanced first year And Middle level chemistry

DESCRIFTION: With keyboard commnds the user can titrate strong or weak acids against strong or weak

bases._ TM_ introduction section erpLains the use of equilibrium expressions tv calculate

the pH of the solution during titration. This proven can plot Lltration curves faster

than performing the real titration with pH meter, can be used to check student

calculations, and to determine the volume at which neutralization occurs graphically and

mathematically.

BACKTITER

MUMMA: A2604

TOPICS: Analytical Chemistry

Quantative Analysis

Laboratory Techniques

Zgai: Simulation

USW Oeneral_college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level Chemistry

DESCRIPTION: The teVanique of back titration to analyze a complex mitture of carbonates is simulated in

this program. The user has the option of computer-standardized solutions or user can

standardize with the computer's help This program can be used as a pre-lab assignment to

acquaint students with the technique.or to actually collect data to determine the

composition of the mixture of sodium carbonate and bicarbonate.

IZEOBALUANE: ACID-BASE PROBLEMS

=UMW AP501,15501

TOPICS: Acid-Base_Chemistry

Concentration Terminology/Problems

MEW Rwview

Drill & Practice
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BMW=

REELIETIO:

ACID-BASE PROBLEMS (COT:tire:8d)

High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Up to six players may use this program to compete fort top score in solving normality and

molarity problems, for [H+J and [OH-) using Kw, for pH given IH+J or [OH-J, or titration

problems given concentration of either the acid or base. Each player solves the same

problem, bit is assigned a different numerical "given" amount.

IMAM _WV LAWRY/BitoNsTED

=jam: AP5O1 IB501

DESCRIPTIOM:

Acid-Base Chemistry

Tutoring_

Drill& Practice

IntrOdUde Concept

High sdhool chemistry

General_colIege_chemistry

Advanced first year and mideie level chemistry

An excellent tutoring and preztice program that focuses on the Bronsted/Lowry concept of

conjugate acid/base pairs. In the problem portion, the user may choose up to nine acids

to arrange in order of decreasing strength based upon the equilibrium reactions given.

The problem section could be used in a classroom setting.

immistufatz: WEAK ACID/BASE

2LELINUIEB:

12EIGI:

LISLE:

mscRITTION:

AP501,I15501

Acid-Base Chemistry

TUtorimg

Drill& Practice

General college diemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

User is given the molarity and dissociation constant for a week acid in aqueous solution

at room temperature end must solve for the pH of the acid. In some cases the quadratic

equation must be used. There is an option of using the printer or the screen during the

"check" session, where an explanation is given for wrong answers.



X/Expetrimearxtml Faureclextiaxxam

rEffigialliafi: ACID STRENGTH

usugling: AP501,I3501

MUSE: Acid-Base Chemistry

Equilibrium

Solution Chemistry

Demonetration

Introduce COncept

Tutoring

MILE: High schoolidiumnistry

eneral college dumaistry

Emoullup The first screens of thit program are tutorial on the concept of the dissociation of

strong and weak acids. For demonstration or to use the program to introduce the concept,

start with_the graphic representation of the dissociation of HX to H+ and X=, then Watch

the acid molecules dissociate on screen and compare the percent dissociations that are

calculated.

emiakEnnER i.8 _ax_idageticoriFtisclisct.d.cri REMILC.t iaz ks arid
Eleb=trco=iximsnialtx-y

figightljea: FARADAY 2 (and FARADAY AID)

mmaimma: 0136433X1603

TOPICS: Electrochemistry/Electrolysis

Chemical Reactions

Oxidation-Reduction Chemistry

Tutoring

Demonstration

Data Collection

UMW High school science or chemistry

General college ctemistry

DIEMILE: The instruction :motion of_thii program intollk:ls the c:uncepts-of electrolysis, coulombs,

and_Faradays. The user may Mot the #'1:74.erat.ite, pressure and tiMe (and if you have ,

paddlesi_can_change_the amount_of_current) in this ectrelysis of water simulation and

then read_the volume of eadh gas collected in__Jrder to_calculott the_value_of a_Faraday

(see Faraday Aid for help); :The imuiation ttse:;:lt:r.mld be rscd as a lecture aid to

intrOduce the topics of electrolysis or rodox keadVms.
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NA: ELECTRODEP

2212:

Continued)

Electrodhemistry, Electrolysis

Oxidation-RedUction ChemiStry

Atomic Structure

Data_Collection___

PreTleb Discussion

Demonstration

WALE: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

=KELM: Use this_program as_a prelab discussion_if_you assign_an_electrodeposition lab._ Correct

lab procedure is simulated. Otherwise use as a demonstration where you collect data to

solve for equivalent weights of copper or a mystery metal. User has option of controlling

time and current.

1220AMLEAUE: cHEMAL SEARCH

puumum: AP902,AT901,C0902,HC902

EMBE: Dettriptive chat:Lit*

Problem Solving

General Review

Review Concept

Problem Solving

Drill & Ptattide

High achool_chemistry

General_colleND Chemistry

A'vanced first year and middle level Chemistry

plEmalms: Udethis progrpl te reView and/or reinforce the way in which the CheMical And physical

properties of compounds can 1-1,I used to distinguigh between thee) either on an indiiiidual

student_basis_or_in_the_clasgroom_by_dividing_the class_into teamsi_competing on the basis

of number of clues necessary kAlfore the ''unknown" is properly identified.

=swam: REDOX GAM

Elgumagg: AF306

=Ica: Oxidation-Redu-Lion Chametry

MA: Educatima. CMOS

Problem Soln?
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knigiguals: REDOX GAME (Continued)

LISLE: High school chmmistry

General college cliemisVry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

ammo To be a winner of this "high voltage game," you need a table of Electrode Potentials, a
fast_keyboard_finger4 and the luck of the random draw from the computer's data base. TWo

players can be accommodated at a time.

naafiLUM: LIMITING REAGENT

nutuAtim: AP306

TOPICS: Oxidation-Reduction Chemistry

Stoichiommtry

RASE! Problem solving

Dtill & Pradtide

REERIZELE:

High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

Thit program has a series of four redox reactions that have a mit... -m c: teaztants.

The user is to find the limiting reactant. Hints are provided and the L... sccre is

kept. Useful as individual pnIctice or quiz.

MafilUM: CHEMICAL DUNGEONS

RujuggsE: AP602

TOPICS: Problem Solving

Solution Chemistry

Chemical Reactions

MEM Educational Game

Problem Solving

LEILA: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION: In this chemical adventure game the user solves chemistry-related problems in order to get

through the dungeon alive with the treasure. The dungeon has 51 rooms with eleven

chemical problems to be solved._ A roving professor quizzes the user on different aspects

of chemistry from a bank of randomly accessed questions.
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rffiSENUME: BALANCE

Px-oj oct. SERAPHIM

usuiting: AP601

DZIGE: Oxidation-Reduction Chemistry

Viek: Drill & Practice

UMW High sciwooI chemistry

General mliage dvemistry

MEMEL= User chooseethe number of oxidation-reduction equations to solve and whether to use the

printer or screen to "diode' user's solUtions. Modification guidelines are available in

AB009.

fEggLdjast EXCESS

=Ming: AP301,IB301

Acid-Base Chemistry

StoiChiometry

Eauilibrium

Demonstration

Introduce_Concept___

Post Lab Discussion

LAYELk: High sctoolichmistry

eneral coll _ahoeistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

alcumus: EXCESS_was designed for classroom demonstration to introduce the concept af excess

reagent. It is especially effective for showing whatbelopens to the pH of the solution as

you get close to the endpo iflt1 of a titration, since the computer calculates the pH as well

as the moles of excess reagent and moles of water formed.

zggszsuatz: NERNST

UM AP601 IB601

MEM Electrochemistry

Oxidation-Reduction Chemistry

MA: Drill & Practice

LEO& General college diemistry

Advanced firstyear and middle level themistry

Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate chemistry
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IMEtajfia: NERNST (Continued)

PLEKIME: This program offers the user a choice of the number of problems on calcuiating cell

voltages at standard and non-standard conditions and mun option of checking user's work on

the screen or printer. Help and hints are available when wrong answers areinput.

Modification guidelines for this program are aftilable in AM009.

CHAPTER 19 Thee CheamisslMr7y csE Cm=bark Ccompouirlem

ZESSfitljaig: CONFORMATIONAL ANALYSIS

Rlazago: AP706

=NV Molecular Structure/Shape

Organic Chimittry

Bonding

LAMLE:

11112211QH:

TUto

DrilIi& Practice

Demonstration

General college_CheMilttF

Advanced first year and Middle level Chiaistmy

This_tutoring_program_will_help_students_visualize_twcr-dimensional_drawings of organic

moIecules_in 3-1L The drill segments are appropriate for individual use or as

demonstration_aidjor classroom lecture. Included are recognition of sawhorse end Neuman

projections of methane, ethane, and butane.

begamms: Bum

=JIM& M16004

121IGE: Reaction Rates

Kinetics

Organic Chemistry

Simmistion

Data Collection

Detionstration

LAME: High school chemistry

General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

=MUM: Because thia program allows the usor to change either temperature or solvent concentration

or both, the effect of these variables on the rate of reaction can be studied--either by

an individual student or by a class as a whole if used as a demonstration aid.
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ISMUMitig: =DUCAL HANGMAN (3. OF 3 CHEMISTRY GAMES)

PLIL.11222: AP201iI3201,TR001

trocabUlary

adieral Retried

Review

Educational Game

titgft schoolictemdstry

Tendral college Chemistry

AdVanced first year and Middle level cheMistry

pESCRUTION: Students can review chemistry vocabulary by playing the traditional game of Hangman.

Terms include organic family names, vocabuIary_from_atomic and molecular structure, gas

laws, thermodynamics, solutions, equilibrium, periodicity, and bonding.

EIMBAILEIM:

PIEL11222:

19710:

ISOMERS

AP301,C0301,IB301

Isomers

ttOlftsliir Sinpit/Strticturt

Trinlition Fbtal Ministry

Drill & Practice

Demonstration

Simulation

Cameral:college chemistry

Ae,:anceillttrst_year and Middle level oviatiatty

sikranced undergraduate or first year graduate chemistry

DESCRIFTION: This program, which presents two_octahedral structures_with six_randomly_chosen ligands

for user determination as to whether the structures are identical, geometric isomers, or

enantiomers, could be used to introduce tte concept of isomers in the classroom setting or

used as drill and practice for individual students.

PEMILIMM: cadre

ETZLIME: AP803,13803,A11303

1251: Organic Chemistry

Combustion Reactions

MISE: Educational Gems

Tutoring
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1Z§BAKIAM: PCZANR (Continued)

LEM:

RIELL12121:

o baCkgrOund id ChoMittry

High scivol_science or chemistry

General college chemistry'

This program Ms extensive Mtoring prams in hydrourrbon chemistry, whiCh it relates to

octane nudibere and compression ratios. The user applies this information to winning a

traveling game by arriving at a chosen destination without running out of money. Good

application of hydrocarbon properties to the operation of cars--an interest area of most

teenege students.

EZZE8ILEfig: REFiraY

asumER: AP806,AT806

Industrial Chemistry

Organic Chemistry

Problem &olving

Ullai Educational

Tutoring

NO background in chemistry

High sehooI science orthemistry

AdVanted Mat year and Middle level chemistry

magangs: Zxtensive tutoring pages give the user enough background to become the Operations Manager

of_a_refinery_. The job_description_includes purchasing_crude oil to meet_specified

demands, refining it and making a profit. Excellent for developing problem solving

skills.

=mum: CHEMICAL PURSUIT

=jump AP206

IRIS& Gensral Review

Educational Game

Review Concepts

=LE: High scbioI chemistry

General college ctvemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

MILMINK: Eased on the format of Trivial Pursuit, this educational game heti questions from physical)

organic, inorganici_periodi_trendsi_historyi and_structure categories. A maximum of_four

playersi_with calculators_and_periodic_tables,_can play.__On_the same_diskL(AP206) are

file programs that allow tho instructor to odit or add questions to the game file.
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riMajAha: POLYMERLAB

RIKIESSEE: AP702

MEV POlymer CheMistry

Analytical Chemistry

Instrumentation

MA: Educational Game

LIM

OMER=

Advanced first_year *rid siddleilevel Chemistry

AdVanced undergredUtte or first year gredUate chedistry

Using an adventure game_format, this educational game allows students to use IR, DSC,

light scattering t4chniquesi etc. to identify an unknown polymer.

EfflggfiLfian[: CM: COnformationa An6.1W,. & Molecular Modeling

21-54.15122:

sins:

AP704

Organic Chemistry

Mblecular Structure

DaMonstration

Simulation

Introduce Concept

ShaPek

MILE: General college chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

Advanced uudergraduate or first year graduate chem

PESCRIPTION: ihis_program_contains_excellent 3-D graphical representations of organic molecules which

can be rotated on an axis or a bond by use of keyboard commands. At the bottom of the

screen, there is a simultaneous graphing of the potential energy changes due to the

conformational changes. Use for classroom lecture aid or for individual student

assignment.

1202181-1161M

RIELLIZER:

POLYMERIZATION

AP705

12Erat POlymer Chotinistty

Organic Chemistry

TUtoring__

Demonstration

High schbol-cheMistry

Gettral college_chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry
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ZEMEUNIE: POLYMMIZATION (Centihited)

RE1910:1211:

BEE6LLNIA:

MIALMIUMSB:

MIGS:

LIMP

RIEUELL2N:

This tutorial program was designed to introduce the concepts of addition and condensation

polymerization to the user. Parts of the program could be used as a classroom

demonstration or lecture aid. Extensive documentation and background information is

available as rr 006.

ORGANIC NOMENCLATURE

e-7705

Organic Nomenclature

Drill & Pre-aide

Bigh_school_dfieoistry

OeneraI_college_chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

Thia drill and practice program generates structural formulae of organic_compounds in

random sequence by functional groups and the user input' the correct IUPAC name of the

compound. There is a management systea; uler's icore it kept by group of

problems.

BffigtallSZ: DESION-A=DRUO

PIELASZE: AP701,18701

;OPICS: Pharmacology

Biochemistry

Organic Chemistry

LIZE:

LISIC61:

REGBIBISE

Educational GANA

Pitblem Bolving

Simulation

General_college_chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level Chemistry

(Ming aparent molecular-strumre that has active sitas_identifiedi_the user selects an

atom or group te bp added atieedh aiteto ferm a tranqUiliZeridrug which ttmcomputer then

"tests" for biological activity, The game was designed te stifle:late interest in orgeniC

and_medicinal_themistry; therefore* trial and error can be used, butsome knewledge of hoe

changes_in eiectronegativity, charge and size affect "activity" of synthesized molecules

is helpful.
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CHAPTER 20 Se:track Astroc=tm ctE Etics=1.xmm1lm.ty

fnaitajatil: DESIGN-A-DRUG

AP701,13701

1=1: Pharmacology

Biocemistry

Organic Chemistry

roM

Educational Game

Problem_Solving

Simulation

General college chemistry

AdVetted Lira year rad Middle level chotittry

Using_a arent_molecular_structure_that_has_active_sites_identifiedi_the user_seiects an__

atom_or group_to_be_added_at eadh site-to-form a tranquilizer drug_whidh the_computer then

"teste_for biological activity. The game yes designed to stimulate interest inerganic

sn'T eedicinal Chemistry; therefore, trial and error can be used, but some knOWledge of hake

themeait electranegativity, charge And use Affedt "actiVity" of SynthesiZed moleculei

CHAPTER 21 Theit TreeremitiOre E1erateret8

Elea2Ulant PHOTOCHROM1C KINMCS

maugbaW APr2,C0I202

DEM: Kinetic*

Trantition Metal Chemittry

Reaction Rates

Data Collection

Data Analysis

Interfacing

MEL& enetral College Chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate chem

PESCRIPTION: This program interfaces with a "Blocktronic" colorimeter to measure the rate1 of thermal

decay of heavy metal complexes thit have been radiated with strong visible light. Other

programs on the disk may be used for data analysis. Requires the use ofan adapter box and

Blocktronic I. Additional background and lab procedure is available in IA 002.
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Twasi olm"ss amide): M/Expomrimmratmea Fourzcleztiorm

CHAPTER 22 -Eirxvi=cormusrMazI CftgamiaMm-y: Sarnia
Uri-reseal:wad PZ.OblOMS

MiBia.Zigig: TAKE STUDY

RULES BER: AP804;AT804

122Eit EnViriMMiental Cheiiiitty

Problem Solving _

Methods of Chemistry

Problem_Solving

Simulation

USW No background in chemistry

High school science or chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level ch-amistry

1312112221i: This program guides the user through the steps of solving a scientific problem--a fish

kill in a hatchery. Animation allows the user to searckthe library, to use colleagues'

expertise, to sample and analyze lake water, and to check the figh in order to identify

the pollutant killing the fich. In the second part of the program the user sets up

controlled experiments in the Lab to check the hypothesis in part one.

UMMAIMP Wain=

wmamm AMOS

12figi Eavironownta.Olemistry

Ito'zIam FoLvinc

Methods of Chemistry

PrOblem Holving

Educational Geis

Simulation

LUILI: No background in chemistry

High school science or chemistry

USGELEME: The user(s) it an ecologist Who hes been asked to develop a hypothesis about what is

causing a fish kill. The report must be supported by experimental and literature data. k

siailated library and laboratory are available to the user. The same format as LAKE STUDY

(0804) but less rigorous. Good application of scientific method.

DUTU

RaL1222: AP805,MOS,16805
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TO X : cimptear- 22 Prcsj 'act. SERAPHXM

Eggsaallang: BCTC (Continued)

12EISE: Industrial Chemistry

Environmental Chemistry

Methods of Science

MAE:

PIEBIZEIE:

IILILEZER:

LEE:

Ples.01121.4.1:

ZIMILLNAM:

141,2.16.2221:

TOPICS:

Problem Solving

Introduce Wneept

SiMUlatieft

No_backgromd in chemistry

High_school_science or chemistry

Advanced first level and middle level chemistry

The user(s) must make recommendations to the local city government regarding data on BCTC,

a suspected carcinogen, which has been found in the river below a Chemical plant lOse

user has literature, a Laboratory, and other talk force members available to help decide

on the recommmendation to be C. This is an excellent application of scientific method,

especially since no conclusive answer can be given to the problem.

WAQUAL

APEK12,11602,A1802,00102

Environmental Chemistry

IndustriaL Ministry

ProbIin Solving

silatiOn
Problem Solving

Educational Game

No background in duenistry

High Ith601 science or-chedistry

AdVanced firet year Wid Middle level cheat:try

In_this simulation/gamethe_user_controls_the_percentages_of primary,_secondary, and

tertiary treatment at the local water treatment plant to keep the dissolved oxygen above

the government standard of 5 mg/L. Introductory pages have needed information about

terminology and procedures. User has the option of saving his data and returning to the

game Later, Since it requires more than one class period to play.

MINERAL RESOURCES

AP807,AT807

Energy_

Entropy

Problem Solving

1U 001 - 63
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Sample Entry

from the forthcoming publication

Teactlirxg Tips: SERAPHIM Software



solm ATOM

Written by Robert Rittenhouse

SERAPHIM APPLE DISK AP2O1

WHEN TO USE MIS PRCCRAM

TOPICS: Atomic Orbitals
Atomic Structure
Electron Configuration

DESCRIPTION:

This_program is an effective lecture aid in teaching the
following concepts related to characteristics of electrons and
atomic structure.

1) You-can show that an-electron must_have exactlyithe_
right energy photon to raise it from ground state to an
excited:state, _It_cannotave" energy_from
successive_low-energy "hits" andit_cannot 7give
change" when a photon of too-high energy strikes.

For,example to-raise the-electron_from energy_level_I
to level 4 requires a photon-that has a wavelength of__
97 nanometers. By changing:the:wavelength to either 96
or98_nanometersi_you can_show thatthe electron is not
affected by either-of these wavelengths.

2) The_simulation_c3early shows_that_the electron_must
absorb energy_to go to a higher_energy level_and_that
energy is given off when it falls back to a lower
energy level.

3) The graphic:representation shown on the right side of
the_simulation_screen_relates_the animationito_the
diagrams_of_the_hydrogen_spectrum_usually_shown in
chemistry_text books, The_lines_on the graph appear
simultaneously with the animation.

4) Because the-energy of the photon is-related to wave
length on_the_screeno_the_relationship-between wave
length_and_frequency and_the_relationship_between
frequency and energy of radiation can be emphasized.

5) When-the electron is excited from energy level_one to
leVel four' it is done in one jump; when it falls;
howeveriiit_comes down_initwo_stages7-to level-two and
then_to level_one4_ _Use this siMulation:to_explain why
a_one-electron system can have a multiple of spectral
lines.



HOW TO USE THIS PROGRAM

HARDWARE/MEMORY REQUIREMENTS:

This program, will run on any of the Apple II family, with
1 disk drive, DOS 3;3.

GETTENG.STARTEM:

Copy the documentation (side 2 of the master disk) on a
separate disk before making a print out; Do not attempt to use
the back side of the disk more than twice to insure the integrity
of the master disk. To make a cow of side 2_, boot-up_an Apple
System Master, DOS 3.3, and type RUN COPYA. Press RETURN._
Follow the_instructions of the program, using side 2 of the
master disk as the source disk.

Boot up_Disk #20I by inserting the disk into the disk
drive, closing the disk drive door, and turning on the computer.
You will find the switch on the left-hand side on the back of the
Apple. Turn on the monitor. The Project SERAPHIM title page
should appear on the screen.

RUNNING THE PROGRAM:

Press RETURN until the Program Entries menu appears and
choose #12 BOHR-ATOM-by using the --> key to move the highlight
to *12. Press RETURN and the program will load.

The program has_two pages of introduction_and one page of
instructions. You can go back to the instruction page from any
point in the program by pressing the I key.

When-the simulation page is on the screen, you may use any
of the following commands:

Press F to fire photons_of_thewavelength__indicated
LNote_that_the instructions_indicate_that you-can
get continuous photons-firing by-using the REPEAT
key. :On:Apple models-that-do not have the REPEAT
key,_just hold the F(ire) key dOwn contin-
vally)

--> to increase the wavelength being fired
<-- ta_decrease _the _wavelength being fired__ (note that

the_wavelength range-is-from 80-130 nanometers)
I to go back to the Instruction page
E to-see the-example, which shows you_the'numerical

values_of_the first_four_energy_Ievels:in the
hydrogen:atom. _It also_shows the_partial
caIculetian_of_the_wavelength_necessary_to excite
the_eleotron from the first to the second energy
level.



GETTING OUT OF THE PROGRAM:

Press X to exit_the_progam - The simaation will remain
on the screen. If you wi.sh to use aLother program
on thic disk, Ls:boot t.1 by turring off the
machine and-turning or press CONTROL,
the OPEN APPLE :lid R.E;SE'_ at the same time. Take
the_disk out of the disk ONLY when the red
light on the drive is out.

TO MAKE A SEPARATE PROGRAM DISK:

If you wish to copy this program to another disk, follow
the directions found in "How to Make Y'cur Own Seraphim Disk."
You will need to copy the following files from your master disk:

HELLOI SCR-BOHR-1.PAK
AUX SCR-BOHR-2.PAK
BOHR.OBJ SCR-BOHR-3.PAK
UNPACKER SCR-BOHR-4.PAK
BOHR SCR=BOHR=5.PAK
BOHR.SH SCR=BOHR=6.PAK

SCR-BOHR-7.PAK



ORDER FORM

Project SERAPHIM
NSF Science Education
DepaAment of Chemistry
Eastern Michigan University
Ypsi!anti, MI 48197

Your name:
Address:
Address:
City:
Country:

State: ZIP: ,......

See SERAPHIM Catalogue for details; prices are

... .._,.....,..
per disk, not per programNOTE

Order No. Description Quantity Price Total

,
_

IM 006 SERAPHIM Catalogue 1 free
IM 007 Software List 1 8,00

LM 999 *Laboratory Module Package (disks 6 written 1 40.00

I B 888 *IBM Disk Package (2/86 additions: 20 disks) 1 95.00

AP 999 *Apple Disk Package (7/85: set of 34)- 1 160.00

AP 888 *Apple Disk Package (2/86 additions:20 disks 1 95.00

Postage 6 Handling: U.S. orders- 2.00 2.00

Postage 6 Handling: Foreign orders 10.00

TOTAL
*Package description on reverse side.

Project SERAPHIM

SEND TO:
A Name:

Address:

Department of Chemistry
Eastern Michigan University
Ypsilanti, MI 48197

CA
C Address:
...
... City: State: ZIP:
AI Country: 79

NOT Payment must
accompany all orders. Make
checks payable to Project
SERAPHIM.

NOTE: To get on our
Mailing List to receive
Project SERAPHIM News
as well as all announce-
ments and updates, check 4

0446
here:



ORD En I NG I NFoRMAT ION

12'4 999 Laboratory Module Package for Apple;

Contains Laboratory Modules LM 001 through LM 008 plus Apple disks AP 1201, 1202,

1203; (Package -eleased as of 7/85.)

$4.0, prepaid; plus postage and handling.

3C13 88E3 IBM PC Package of 20 disks and documentation.

Contains TB 101, 102, 104; 201, 202, 205; 301, 304, 305;_401,_402; 501, 502; 601,

603; 701, 703; 802; 902; 1001. (Package released as of 2/86.)

4;95, prepaid; pIus postage and handling.

AP 999 Apple Disk Package of 34 disks and documentation.

Contains AP_IOI,.102i.103, 104; _201,-202, 204, 205; 301, 303, 304, 305; 401, 402,

403; 501, 502; 601, 602,_603; 701-, 702, 703-, 704; 801, 802, 803, 804, 805, 806* 807,

808; 902; 1001. (Package released as of 7/85.)

$ 160, prepaId; plus postage and handling;

AP 888 Apple Disk Package of 20 disks and documentation.

Contains AP 105, 106, 107; 206; 306; 503; 604, 605, 606; 705, 706, 707, 708, 709,

710, 711, 712, 713, 714; 809. (Package released as of 2/86.)

4;95, prepaid; plus postage and handling.

SPEED lecourn ORDER

.... Use this Order Form.

2. Use order numbers: e.g. LM 999, AP 101. Obtain these from the Oitaltaue.

3. Payment must accompany all orders, incIud n2 purchase orders. Checks should be made

payable to Project SERAPHIM. This is necessary to keep our prices at the present loW
levels.

4.POstage and handling charges are $2 for U.S., $10 for foreigm Order that do not include

these charges will be returned.

5. Payments should be in U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank. Foreign payments must use

international money orders or magnetically encoded checks.
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